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Abstract
In this thesis we studied dark matter models with strong self-interactions, typically known
as self-interacting dark matter (SIDM). This kind of models constitute a promising solution to the tension between small scale structure observations and predictions assuming
the standard case of collisionless cold dark matter (CDM) while keeping the success of
the standard cosmological model, ΛCDM, at large scales. The presence of strong selfinteractions can increase the dark matter capture and annihilation in astrophysical objects like our sun, enhancing the potential of indirect detection signals. We used the high
energy neutrinos produced by such annihilations to probe SIDM models.
We established strong constraints on SIDM with velocity independent cross section
by comparing the expected neutrino signal with the results of the IceCube-79 dark matter search. Also, we determined the sensitivity for the IceCube-DeepCore and PINGU
detectors for SIDM with a velocity dependent self-interacting cross section (vdSIDM).
Most of its relevant parameter space can be tested with the three years of data already
collected by IceCube-DeepCore, complementing results from direct detection experiments
and other indirect detection studies.
Keywords: dark matter, indirect detection, neutrino telescopes, particle physics

Resumo
Nesta tese investigamos modelos de matéria escura com auto-interações fortes, conhecidos tipicamente como matéria escura auto-interagente (SIDM). Este tipo de modelos
constituem uma solução promissora à tensão entre as observações de estrutura a pequena escala e as previsões assumindo o caso padrão de matéria escura fria não colisional
(CDM), enquanto se mantêm o sucesso do modelo cosmológico padrão, ΛCDM, a grandes
escalas. A presença de auto-interações fortes podem aumentar a captura e a aniquilação
da matéria escura em objetos astrofı́sicos como o nosso sol, aumentando o potencial de
sinais de detecção indireta. Usamos o sinal de neutrinos de alta energia produzidos por
essas aniquilações para explorar modelos de SIDM.
Estabelecemos fortes vı́nculos em modelos de SIDM com seção de auto-interação independente da velocidade comparando o sinal de neutrinos esperado com os resultados
de busca de matéria escura do IceCube-79. Também, determinamos a sensibilidade dos
detectores IceCube-DeepCore e PINGU para modelos de SIDM com uma seção de autointeração dependente da velocidade (vdSIDM). A maior parte do espaço de parâmetros de
interesse pode ser testado com os três anos de dados já coletados pelo IceCube-DeepCore,
complementando os resultados de experimentos de detecção direta e outras análises de
detecção indireta.
Palavras chave: matéria escura, detecção indireta, telescópios de neutrinos, fı́sica de
partı́culas
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Introduction
Cosmological observations have led to the ΛCDM model as the standard model of cosmology. In this picture the universe composition is dominated by dark energy (consistent
with a cosmological constant Λ) and collisionless cold dark matter (CDM). Despite its
great success at large scales (O(& Mpc)), the CDM hypothesis encounters some potential
difficulties describing the structure at smaller scales [1, 2]. These come from the disagreement between observations and predictions from structure formation simulations. One
of these unsolved difficulties is the core-cusp [3] discrepancy between the profiles of dark
matter halos observed in dwarf and low surface brightness galaxies, which present a flat
density core [4, 5] and the density profiles found in high resolution N-body CDM simulations, which steeply grow toward the center [6, 7, 8]. More recently the so called too
big to fail (TBTF) problem [9, 10] came into evidence, and refers to fact that the most
massive subhalos in ΛCDM simulations for Milky Way - like galaxies are too dense to be
consistent with our galaxy’s bright dwarf satellites, so despite being more massive they
have no visible counterparts.
Several attempts have been proposed to solve these problems, involving the interplay
between baryons and dark matter during the structure formation [11, 12] or assuming
different dark matter properties like warm dark matter (WDM) [13, 14]. We briefly review
these scenarios in chapter 1. Among the latter type of efforts, a promising possibility is
self-interacting dark matter (SIDM) [15], on which our work is focused.
In SIDM models the dark matter particles interact with each other and their elastic
collisions over cosmic time scales allow the mass transfer outwards from the dense central
regions of dark matter halos. As a consequence of this process, the halo central region
becomes more spherical and its density decreases forming a cored profile. Several SIDM
simulations support this hypothesis, leading to a better agreement with observations than
CDM simulations while keeping its success at large scales [16, 17, 18].
One important consequence of dark matter self-interactions is their effect on the dark
matter capture and annihilation in astrophysical objects like our sun. For example, the
dark matter scattering off the dark matter particles that have already been captured by
the Sun’s gravitational potential will enhance its capture rate, and consequently also its
annihilation rate [19]. Therefore, SIDM can significantly increase the associated indirect
detection signal. In our work, we took into account these effects and determined the
3

high energy neutrino flux produced in such annihilations to independently probe SIDM
models.
We considered two different scenarios. In the first one, we explored SIDM models with
a constant dark matter self-interacting cross section. We determined the corresponding
dark matter capture and annihilation rates in the Sun. We computed the flux of produced
neutrinos through Monte Carlo simulations and estimated the expected signal at the
IceCube detector. We then compared our estimated event rates with those of the IceCube79 dark matter search [20]. We ended up establishing strong constraints on the selfinteracting cross section [21].
Additionally, we studied SIDM models in which the self-scattering cross section depends on the relative velocity of the dark matter particles. These scenarios (vdSIDM)
were proposed in order to evade strong constraints from analysis of the dark matter distribution in astrophysical systems whose relative velocities are characteristically large
(∼ 200 − 4000 km/s) such as galaxies, clusters [22, 23] and from the Bullet cluster [24],
while, at the same time, to alleviate the TBTF problem of dwarf satellites [25, 26], whose
relative velocities are much lower (∼ 10 km/s). This kind of models occur naturally in
SIDM models containing a dark force described by a Yukawa potential [27, 28, 29].
In spite of their simplicity, vdSIDM models have a rich phenomenology. For example,
besides their non trivial self-scattering cross section [29], their annihilation is enhanced
by the Sommerfeld effect [30, 31], and there is an additional neutrino signal enhancement
due to the dark force mediators’ late decays [32]. We consistently accounted for all the
relevant processes and determined the vdSIDM annihilation signal at neutrino telescopes.
By comparing our predictions to the atmospheric neutrino background we determined
the IceCube-DeepCore’s and PINGU’s neutrino telescopes’ sensitivity to vdSIDM. We
therefore provided grounds for an independent and complementary probe. Additionally
we compared our results with those from direct detection analysis.
This thesis details our research on SIDM and presents our results, also it gives a short
overview on the several studies done on these type of dark matter models. The document
has two main parts, corresponding to each of our analysis mentioned above and so include
the contents of our published work on SIDM [21] and our work submitted to JCAP on
vdSIDM [33]. The document is structured as follows: in chapter 1 we describe the CDM
small scale problems and some potential solutions focusing on SIDM scenarios. In chapter
2 we detail the calculation of SIDM dark matter capture and annihilation in the Sun. In
chapter 3 we describe the propagation of the neutrinos produced from the Sun to the
detector and in chapter 4 we compare our estimation with the limits from IceCube and
present our results. Chapter 5 opens the second part of this work introducing vdSIDM,
it also describes the specific particle model we investigated. Chapters 6 and 7 describe
the changes for vdSIDM capture and annihilation in the Sun, and the propagation of
neutrinos. In chapter 8 we present our results for the sensitivity to vdSIDM of IceCube4

DeepCore and PINGU detectors. Finally we present our conclusions.
I should note that my PhD studies also included analysis of bino dark matter signatures
in direct detection experiments [34], which for being unrelated to our main work we did
not include it in this document.
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Chapter 1
Small Scale Cold Dark Matter
Controversies and Self-Interacting
Dark Matter
Cold dark matter (CDM) is an essential ingredient of the standard model of cosmology
ΛCDM. It is referred to as cold because the dark matter particles were non-relativistic
when structure formation started at the early Universe. It is commonly assumed that
CDM interact weakly with ordinary matter, as it is the case of the widely studied WIMPs
(Weakly Interacting Massive Particles). Thus, at the early universe, CDM particles were
in equilibrium with the primordial plasma until the universe’s expansion froze them out,
and exist in abundance today as thermal relics.
In the CDM scenario, structure formation occurs hierarchically from the initial smooth
Universe until it forms the complex matter distribution observed today. First, small objects are formed from the initial matter distribution inhomogeneities due to their selfgravitational collapse. Then, these objects merge together to form larger and more massive objects, forming galaxies, galaxy clusters and superclusters. At large scales, ΛCDM
predictions for the universe structure are remarkably successful, being consistent with
several observations as, for example, CMB anisotropies [35], galaxy clustering [36], the
Lyman-α forest [37] and baryon acoustic oscillations [38].
Nevertheless, at small scales there seems to be inconsistencies between CDM predictions and observational data [1, 2]. For example, observations from the inner regions of
galaxies and Milky Way’s dwarf spheroidals show that they are less dense than results
from CDM cosmological simulations. The differences between CDM predictions and observations have led to the proposal of many hypothesis in order to solve these discrepancies
or at least alleviate them. For example, since baryonic matter is abundant at small scales,
these inconsistencies might indicate the importance of the effects from baryonic physics.
Another possibility is that the nature of dark matter is more complex and interesting than
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the standard collisionless CDM. Along this line, a very attractive scenario is that dark
matter particles could have strong self-interactions [15] that would modify the density
profiles of dark matter halos achieving a better agreement with observations.
In this chapter we discuss the CDM small scale potential controversies and some
proposed solutions, focusing on dark matter self-interactions.

1.1

CDM Small Scale Controversies

ΛCDM structure formation results from simulations are incompatible, at small scales,
with current observations. Simulations show that CDM gravitational collapse leads to
cuspy dark matter halos while observations favor halos with constant density cores. Also
simulated halos retain a large number of substructures, contrasting with the ∼ 10 “classical” Milky Way’s satellites. These conflicts are called as the “cusp-core problem” and
the “missing satellites problem”. More recently, it has been discovered that in Milky Way
like simulated halos, assuming CDM, there are several satellites whose densities are also
inconsistent with observations. This is known as the “Too Big to Fail problem”. These
controversies are described in detail below.

1.1.1

Core-Cusp Problem

The core-cusp problem refers to the discrepancy between the observations of dark matter
halos’ density profiles and those in cosmological simulations. The observed data is well
described by profiles that have a constant density core, such as a non-singular isothermal
sphere or a pseudo-isothermal (PI) sphere, given by:
ρPI =

ρ0
,
1 + (r/RC )2

(1.1)

where ρ0 is the central density and RC is the halo core radius [3]. On the other hand,
simulations of dark matter halos, assuming the standard collissionless CDM, are better
described by steep density profiles in the inner regions, called cuspy profiles, ρ ∼ rα with
α ≈ −1. It is important to note that, while the simulations are based on the ΛCDM
cosmological model, the dark matter density profiles are not predicted directly from first
principles, but are derived from analytical fits made to numerical simulations results.
The presence of a cuspy central region characterized by a power-law slope with α = −1
has been obtained since early analysis of numerical simulations [39]. Later investigations
added support to these findings. For example, a systematic study of many simulated
halos, which considered different values for the cosmological parameters, found that the
halos’ inner region are well described by a characteristic α = −1 slope, independently of
the halo’s mass, size or assumed cosmology [6]. This profile is called the “NFW profile”
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and is given by:
ρNFW =

ρi
,
(r/Rs )(1 + r/Rs )2

(1.2)

where ρi is related to the density of the universe at the time of halo collapse and Rs is
the scale radius of the halo. Other simulations indicate even steeper inner slopes with
α = −1.5 [40]. However, more recent results, with very high resolution, obtain a slope
with α = −1 that becomes shallower (α = −0.8) with decreasing radius, down to the
innermost resolved point [7, 8].
From the observational side, early works such as [41], find that atomic hydrogen (HI)1
rotation curves of dwarf galaxies are better described by PI profiles, indicating that these
galaxies favor distributions with an approximately constant density core. Later analysis
with improved resolution of Low Surface Brightness (LSB) galaxies2 , using the Hα line3 ,
also favored a core dominated structure rather than a cuspy profile [42]. These results
still leave some room for observational or physical systematic effects, such as pointing
errors on the true dynamical center of the galaxy or non-circular orbits of the gas, that
could artificially distort cuspy distributions to cored ones. Nonetheless, the use of high
resolution two-dimensional velocity fields significantly reduces the potential impact of
those effects. Recent analysis that make use of this tool also find that the PI distribution
describes the data better than the NFW profile [5, 43].
Figure 1.1 shows fits to the rotation curves for two LSB galaxies [5]. The data was
obtained with high resolution optical velocity fields. The red solid line corresponds to the
best fit for an isothermal halo, the green short-dashed line to an NFW halo unconstrained
by cosmology, and the black long-dashed line to a NFW halo consistent with ΛCDM.
These results clearly show that the core distribution describes better the observations.
Other recent results come from high resolution surveys as The HI Near Galaxy Survey
(THINGS). This survey presented the rotation curves and the dark matter density profiles
of seven dwarf galaxies, finding flat inner density slopes with a mean value α = −0.29±0.07
[4]. A similar analysis by LITTLE THINGS for 26 dwarfs found α = −0.32 ± 0.24 [44],
also in disagreement with the expected slope from ΛCDM simulations α ≈ −1.
However, this observed disparity might indicate the deficiency of the dark matteronly simulations of structure formation to account for the properties of real galaxies
which contain both dark matter and baryons. From this perspective it was proposed that
intense baryonic processes like supernovas can impact the evolution of dark matter halos
1

The atomic hydrogen line or HI line, refers to the spectral line produced by the atomic transition of
the electron between the two hyperfine levels of the hydrogen 1s ground state. The emitted radiation has
a wavelength of 21.106 cm.
2
LSB galaxies are late-type, gas-rich, highly dark matter dominated disk galaxies. These are expected
to have had a passive evolution, with little evidence of baryonic processes that might have provoked
strong perturbations on their matter distribution evolution.
3
The Hα line refers to the first in the Balmer series, corresponding to the transition of the hydrogen
electron from its third to second lowest energy level. It has a wavelength of 656.28 nm, corresponding to
the visible part of the electromagnetic spectrum.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1.1: Halo fits to rotation curves. The red solid line corresponds to the best fit for
an isothermal halo, the green short-dashed line to an unconstrained NFW halo, and the
black long-dashed line to a NFW halo consistent with ΛCDM. Figure extracted from [5].

of dwarf galaxies producing low density cored profiles [45, 46, 47]. We describe further
these possibilities below in Sec. 1.2.1. On the other hand, the effect of baryon feedback
on LSB galaxies, which have larger circular velocities and therefore deeper gravitational
potential wells, is expected to be less pronounced [48].

1.1.2

The Missing Satellites Problem

The missing satellites problem refers to the discrepancy between the number of Milky
Way’s dwarfs satellite galaxies and the large number of subhalos that are predicted by
CDM cosmological simulations [49]. This is illustrated in figure 1.2. When this problem
was noticed in the 1990’s, only eleven Milky Way’s satellite galaxies were known within the
galaxy ∼ 250 kpc virial radius. This number is predicted to be much larger by numerical
simulations assuming the standard cosmology (being a factor of ∼ 5 − 40 more abundant)
[50, 51].
The most conservative explanations come from baryonic physics. The idea within
this context is that gas accretion in low mass subhalos would be suppressed after the
reionization epoch due to the presence of a strong photoionizing UV radiation [52]. So,
the observed satellites would correspond to the fraction of subhalos that gathered enough
gas before reionization. The smaller subhalos would remain dark and therefore would be
much harder to detect. This proposal was tested by simulations and it was found viable
[53]. Other proposed solutions involve either modifying the assumed inflation model, or

9

Figure 1.2: Dark matter distribution of a simulated 1012 M CDM halo. The number of
subhalos present in the simulation exceed the number of the known satellites of the Milky
Way. The white circles mark the nine most massive subhalos which are expected to host
the well known Milky Way’s dwarfs satellites. Figure extracted from [1].
considering warm dark matter (WDM) instead of the standard CDM, or yet allowing dark
matter strong self-interactions.
Quite recently the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) has discovered ∼ 20 new ultrafaint satellites with very low luminosities [54, 55, 56]. Taking into account the limited
SDSS sky coverage and the dwarf’s luminosity attenuation as a function of their distance
to the Sun, it was estimated that a large number (between ∼ 300 and ∼ 600) of satellites
should exist within 400 kpc of the Sun that are brighter than the faintest known dwarf
galaxies [57]. Even more recently, the Dark Energy Survey have discovered 17 new candidate ultra-faint galaxies in its first two years of observation [58, 59]. A combined analysis
using the SDSS and DES findings estimates at least 142+53
−34 satellites within 300 kpc of the
Sun [60]. These results alleviate the CDM’s missing satellites problem and it is expected
that future surveys like the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope [61] will continue to find
many ultra-faint satellites.
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1.1.3

Too Big to Fail Problem

The too big to fail problem is also related to the Milky Way dwarf satellites. Specifically,
it refers to the fact that ΛCDM simulations predict many large subhalos that are too
dense to host any of the brightest satellites of the Milky Way [9, 10]. The mass of the
simulated halos exceed by a factor of ∼ 5 the ones of the dwarf spheroidals of our galaxy
inferred from stellar dynamics.
This problem is illustrated in figure 1.3 [10]. The rotation curves for the largest
simulated subhalos are shown for two Aquarius simulations [62] 4 with halo masses 2.19 ×
1012 M and 1.39 × 1012 M . The solid curves correspond to subhalos that are at least
2σ denser than the brightest Milky Way dwarf spheroidals. The data points correspond
to the measured Vcirc for these observed satellites at their half-light radius. It is clear
that each simulated halo have several (∼ 10) subhalos that are more massive than those
observed in our galaxy. These are so massive that should have formed stars but, for some
unknown reason, do not have any visible counterpart observed in the Milky Way. While
it is possible in principle that these large subhalos exist and somehow have remained dark
despite their large mass, it seems physically unlikely. On the other hand, their observation
would be a strong confirmation of the ΛCDM at small scales.

Figure 1.3: Rotation curves for the largest subhalos for two Aquarius simulations. The
solid curves represent the rotation curves of those subhalos that are at least 2σ denser
than every bright Milky Way dwarf spheroidal. The data points with error bars show
measured Vcirc values for the observed bright satellites. Figure extracted from [10].
One quite simple solution comes from the observation that the number of massive
4

The Aquarius simulations contain 6 examples of an isolated Milky Way - like halo simulated at ultrahigh resolutions in a ΛCDM cosmology. These simulations are used to study the fine-scale structure of
our galaxy [62].
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subhalos depends on the mass of the host galaxy, so the too big to fail problem would
be alleviated if the Milky Way is less massive than is commonly thought . 1012 M [63].
However, several measurements indicate that this is quite unlikely (see for example the
summary for the Milky Way mass measurements in [10]).
Another possibility is that the Milky Way halo is not representative of a typical ΛCDM
galactic halo. From this perspective, the too big to fail problem would be just a statistical
fluctuation. This hypothesis is supported by a statistical analysis of simulated halos [64].
It shows that the variation of subhalos properties is quite large indeed, where at least
∼ 10% of all halos have subhalo populations consistent with the observed kinematics of
the Milky Way dwarfs. On the other hand, very recent analysis investigated the too big
to fail problem for Andromeda and the Local Group dwarf galaxies and found the same
inconsistencies as for the Milky Way [65, 66], disfavoring this explanation.

1.2

Possible explanations for CDM Small Scale Controversies

All the above apparent inconsistencies between CDM predictions and observations are
very interesting and call for an explanation. This could come from a better understanding
of the galaxy formation evolution, the interplay between baryons and dark matter, the
nature of dark matter or a combination of all this. Here we discuss some of the proposed
explanations.

1.2.1

Baryonic Effects

Most cosmological simulations neglect the presence of baryons, since they only constitute a
small fraction of the total halo mass and also due to their high complexity. However, since
they concentrate in the inner regions of halos, their effects are expected to be important
at small radii. Recently, there have been several analysis that implemented baryonic
processes into halo evolution simulations and they do seem to alleviate CDM’s small scale
problems.
For example, an analysis concerning the core-cusp problem [11], has shown that cuspy
distributions can in fact become shallower when baryonic processes are taken into account.
Their result is represented in figure 1.4, which shows the evolution of the density profile of
a dwarf galaxy. This analysis used high resolution hydrodynamic cosmological simulations
that included explicitly H2 and metal cooling, star formation and supernova driven gas
outflows. It also shows (black dotted curve), the cuspy profile obtained for a dark matter
only simulations, without the inclusion of baryonic effects, and with the same initial
conditions. A similar analysis also found that the inclusion of baryonic feedback processes
in the dark matter halo evolution lead to the formation of cored profiles [67], both of these
12

results are in good agreement with the observed dwarf rotation curves by THINGS [4].
The same flattening of dark matter cusps is also found in simulations using an adaptive
mesh technique and including the stellar feedback effect on the gas dynamics [68].

Figure 1.4: Density profile of a dwarf galaxy at several redshifts. The upper dot dashed
curve is the cuspy dark matter density profile resulting from a collissionless N-body simulation. The other curves show the evolution of the profile in a cosmological simulation
with the same initial conditions including the effects of gas dynamics, star formation and
supernova feedback. At z=0 (black solid curve) the profile acquires a core with nearly
constant density. Figure extracted from [11].
Other analysis using high resolution simulations including a baryonic matter disk
further support these findings [12, 69]. They simulated Milky Way mass galaxies including
the effects of supernova feedback and tidal stripping5 . They found that the satellites end
up with reduced dark matter densities and also shallower inner density profiles in good
agreement with observations. These same simulations also show that including the effect
of baryons reduces the overall number of massive subhalos, potentially solving the missing
satellites problem.
Additional studies investigated the effect of baryonic feedback on the density profiles of
dark matter halos as a function of the halo mass [70, 71]. The authors analyzed 31 galaxies
from the MaGICC project, a cosmological hydrodynamical simulation [72], with masses
ranging from ∼ 1010 − 1012 M . They found that baryonic feedback flattens maximally
the halo density profiles in halos with stellar-to-halo mass ratio M∗ /Mhalo ∼ 0.5% or halo
5

Refers to a subhalo loss of mass due to encounters with the galactic baryonic disk.
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masses ∼ 6.3 × 1010 M . For larger halos, despite the more abundant star formation, the
feedback is less effective due to the deeper gravitational potential well, while for smaller
ones there is too little star formation to affect the dark matter density profile. In both
latter cases the halos are cuspy.
A more recent and similar study [73] analyzed a broader halo mass range Mhalo ∼
9
10 − 1012 M of simulated halos from the Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE)
project [74]. They found that dark matter profiles are shallow for Mhalo ∼ 1010 − 1011 M
due to the strong baryonic feedback and are cuspy for higher or lower halo masses. Their
result is consistent with [11, 70, 71].
Regarding the too big to fail problem of Milky Way dwarf satellites, high resolution
numerical simulations that included the dynamical effects of supernova feedback [75] found
that too much energy (the equivalent of more than 40000 supernovae) must be delivered
directly to the dark matter with full efficiency in order to solve the problem. On the other
hand, an analysis using FIRE simulations showed that simulated dwarf galaxies agrees
with those of the Milky Way and Andromeda [76] and do not suffer the too big to fail
problem.

1.2.2

Warm Dark Matter

A different take on CDM small scale controversies is to assume different dark matter
properties. One of the proposed solutions is that dark matter is not cold but warm,
where their velocity dispersion is intermediate to those of hot (relativistic) and cold dark
matter (non-relativistic). The idea is that particles with higher thermal energies would
have large enough velocities at the early Universe to smear out fluctuations at sub-galactic
scales, preventing gravitational collapse at these scales while not changing structure at
larger ones.
Numerical simulations of WDM effects on structure evolution find a better agreement
with observations for dark matter masses mWDM ∼ 1 keV [13, 77] than CDM. The dark
matter halo profiles are still cuspy but with lower densities than those of CDM simulations,
so they are more consistent with galaxy rotation curves and dwarfs satellites dynamics.
They also show a fewer amount of substructures, alleviating the missing satellites problem.
More recent simulations with higher resolution point to the same results. While WDM
does not seem to solve the core-cusp problem it has halos with lower densities and fewer
substructures in better agreement with observations for mWDM ∼ 2 keV [78, 14]. An
example is shown in figure 1.5, where the rotation curves of the massive simulated subhalos
are compared to the measured values for the Milky Way bright dwarf satellites.
On the other hand, several observations have been used to test the WDM hypothesis,
and thus, have imposed constraints in the WDM mass. The most stringent ones come
from the Lyman-α forest [79] and from the number of ultra-faint dwarfs galaxies in the
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Figure 1.5: Rotation curves for the 12 most massive subhalos in CDM (left) and WDM
(right) simulations. The data points correspond to the values measured for the 9 dwarf
spheroidals of the Milky Way. Figure extracted from [14].
SDSS data [80]. The former requires that the WDM mass mWDM > 3.3 keV at 2σ level.
This result is based on the comparison of high redshift quasar spectra combined with
an extended series of hydrodynamical simulations. While the other analysis bounds the
WDM particle mass to mWDM > 2.3 keV for thermal WDM also at 2σ level with a
maximum likelihood for mWDM = 4 keV. Therefore, a realistic WDM scenario must have
a mass of about mWDM ∼ 4 keV to be in agreement with with both Lyman-α forest and
SDSS data. However, it was found that a WDM with this mass value cannot resolve
the CDM small scale inconsistencies [81]. A very recent analysis of the Lyman-α forest
established a very strong lower limit on the WDM mass, requiring mWDM > 5.3 keV at
2σ C.L. [82], further weaking WDM as an alternative to CDM small scale problems.

1.3

Self-Interacting Dark Matter

Another promising possibility to solve the small scale problems is self-interacting dark
matter (SIDM). In these scenarios dark matter particles can scatter elastically with each
other. Their self-scattering rate increases at the inner dense regions of halos, so they
would naturally affect the structure evolution at small scales. It is important to note
that in SIDM models, dark matter strong self-scattering is added to the standard CDM
assumption, such that dark matter particles still have weak interactions with baryons as
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usual WIMPs.
SIDM were originally proposed to solve the core-cusp and missing satellites problems
[15]. The main idea is that the dark matter particles will behave colissionally at the high
density regions of halos, modifying the dark matter distribution over the time scale of
structure formation. The relevant strength of the self-interactions can be estimated by
requiring that the probability of interaction over a time tage comparable to the age of the
halo (∼ 10 Gyr) be relatively high: Γscatt × tage ∼ 1. The dark matter self-scattering rate
Γscatt can be written as
Γscatt = σv(ρχ /mχ ) ≈ 0.1 Gyr

−1


×

ρχ
0.1 M /pc3



v
50 km/s



σ/mχ
1 cm2 /g


,

(1.3)

where mχ is the dark matter particle mass, σ the dark matter self-interacting cross section
and v the relative velocity. The central region of a typical dwarf galaxy is characterized
by ρχ ∼ 0.1 M /pc3 and v ∼ 50 km/s [4]. Therefore, for a dark matter cross section
per unit mass σ/mχ ∼ 1 cm2 /g6 or higher one can expect a sufficient number of dark
matter particle collisions to effectively modify the halo density distribution. So, within
this scenario the kinetic energy can be transfered through the dark matter particle collisions from the hot outer regions of the halo to its colder inner part. This effectively
redistributes the particles to higher orbits creating a density profile with a central low
density core, alleviating the core-cusp and too big to fail problem. Also, due to the collisional character of SIDM, a more isotropic velocity distribution is expected, making halos
more spherical than CDM in their central regions. Additionally, self-interactions could
in principle reduce the amount of substructure in the inner parts of dark matter halos
through slowly scattering off the dark matter in low density dwarfs [15], mitigating the
missing satellites problem. At the same time SIDM keeps large scale structure unchanged,
being as consistent with observations as collissionless CDM. These features can be seen
in figure 1.6, where large and small scale structure in CDM and SIDM models, obtained
by cosmological numerical simulations [22], are shown.
Early analysis using numerical simulations verified the expected phenomenology. Selfinteractions in fact allow the energy transfer from the particles in the halo hot external
regions to the particles in the cold inner regions. This leads to the formation of isothermal,
constant density cores, in better agreement with observations than standard collissionless
CDM [16, 17] (see figure 1.7). Other cosmological simulations show that the most consistent results with observations are obtained for a constrained interval of the self-interaction
cross section σχχ /mχ ≈ 10−23 − 10−24 cm2 /GeV (or 0.5 - 5 cm2 /g). Lower or higher values
led to almost identical results to CDM or a too effective destruction of many substructures
[18, 83].
6

1 cm2 /g ≈ 1.8 × 10−24 cm2 /GeV
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Figure 1.6: Structure formation simulations which compare collisionless CDM with SIDM.
At the top, large scale structure is shown for CDM (left) and SIDM with σχχ /mχ = 1
cm2 /g (right). The local phase space density is color coded with white being denser than
purple. There are no differences between the two cases, showing that SIDM does not
affect large scale structure formation. At the bottom, small scale structure in a Milky
Way mass halo is shown. The SIDM halo (right) has lower densities (physical density is
lower and its velocity dispersion larger) and a more spherical core than the one in CDM.
Also, SIDM substructure content is quite similar to CDM’s except in the inner region.
Figure extracted from [22].

1.4

Constraints on SIDM

Currently, comparisons of SIDM simulations with several observational data have constrained the SIDM parameter space. An analysis investigating the consistency between
observed density profiles and substructure abundance of galaxies and clusters, and the
results for SIDM structure formation using high resolution cosmological simulations [22],
17

Figure 1.7: Density profiles in collisionless CDM (black) and SIDM (colored) simulations. Results for SIDM show the presence of well resolved and low density cores. Figure
extracted from [84].
find that in SIDM models with σχχ /mχ = 1 cm2 /g, the halo core densities are too low to
match the observations of galaxy clusters, LSB spiral and dwarf spheroidal galaxies. On
the other hand, SIDM models with σχχ /mχ = 0.1 cm2 /g are capable of reproducing the
observed core sizes and central densities of those systems. Thus, SIDM with σχχ /mχ & 1
cm2 /g, seem to be too effective at forming dark matter halos with flat low density cores, in
disagreement with observations, while SIDM models with σχχ /mχ ≈ 0.1 cm2 /g are more
consistent with observations than collisionless CDM, alleviating the core-cusp problem.
A very similar result was obtained from an analysis of halo shapes using ellipticity measurements from gravitational lensing and x-rays for galaxies and clusters [23]. Numerical
simulations considering SIDM with σχχ /mχ = 1 cm2 /g present halos that are likely too
spherical to be consistent with observations. However, these are in good agreement with
halo’s ellipticity for SIDM models with σχχ /mχ = 0.1 cm2 /g.
Another constraint comes from an analysis of several data of the merging galaxy
cluster 1E 0657-56, the Bullet Cluster [24]. Measurements with X-rays, strong and weak
lensing, and optical observations were compared with numerical simulations that include
the effect of dark matter self-interactions. If dark matter were collissionless, the dark
matter concentration peaks should coincide with the galaxies distribution center, since
18

these are also non collisional (see figure 1.8). But, if dark matter have self-interactions,
the dark matter subclusters would have experienced a drag force to the system’s center
when they were traversing each other, just as the gas in the merger but with a much
lower strength. This force would cause a shift between dark matter and galaxies position.
From the non-observation of such displacement an upper bound on SIDM was obtained:
σχχ /mχ ≤ 1.25 cm2 /g at 68% confidence level.

Figure 1.8: Close-up of the subcluster bullet region. The dark matter and galaxy centroid
contours at 1σ and 3σ are shown in blue and red, respectively. The figure at the left
corresponds to the X-ray Chandra image, while the right is the optical Hubble Space
telescope image. Figure extracted from [24].
Other constraint came from an analysis of the too big to fail problem for SIDM models
[26]. In this analysis, high resolution simulations of a Milky Way size halo were investigated for several SIDM scenarios. From the comparison between simulated subhalos
and the kinematics of the Milky Way’s satellites, a constant self-interaction cross section
σχχ /mχ = 0.1 cm2 /g is found to be too weak to solve the too big to fail problem. Simulated halos were too similar to those in CDM simulations, presenting too many large
substructures inconsistent with the observed Milky Way dwarf spheroidals. In order to
alleviate this problem, self-interactions should be 1 . σχχ /mχ . 10 cm2 /g. These results
are shown in figure 1.9. This constraint is in tension with those mentioned above, therefore there is only a small window open, at about σχχ /mχ ∼ 0.5 − 1 cm2 /g, for velocity
independent SIDM models to work as a solution to CDM small scale controversies.
Independently of these constraints, SIDM models can be probed by high energy neutrinos produced in dark matter annihilation in the Sun [19]. Interestingly, due to the
self-interactions, the dark matter that is already capture in the Sun gravitation potential
well would act as additional targets, effectively increasing the dark matter capture. This
effect enhances the dark matter annihilation rate, potentially increasing the expected
detectable signals in neutrino telescopes in the Earth.
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Figure 1.9: Circular velocity profiles of the 15 largest subhalos for several SIDM models
and CDM. It can be seen that for a constant SIDM with σχχ /mχ = 0.1 cm2 /g (yellow curve) the result is too similar to CDM (black curve), both being inconsistent with
measurements for the dwarf spheroidals (black dots). The other SIDM models tested
(both velocity independent and velocity dependent) show a better agreement with data,
alleviating the too big to fail problem. Figure extracted from [26].
Our goal is to probe the SIDM models, by comparing our prediction for the neutrino flux, produced from dark matter annihilations in the Sun, to the available neutrino
telescope observations.
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Chapter 2
SIDM Capture and Annihilation in
the Sun
In this chapter we first describe the capture of dark matter particles by astrophysical
objects such as the Sun due to their scattering with nucleons as well as with already
captured dark matter particles. Then, we proceed describing the enhancement on the
capture and annihilation rates due to dark matter self-interactions.

2.1

Dark matter capture rate due to interactions with
the Sun’s nuclei

The Sun, in its journey around the Milky Way’s center, is immersed in the galactic halo,
and dark matter particles might interact with the Sun’s nuclei. If the dark matter particles
lose enough energy in these interactions they can not escape from the Sun’s gravitational
potential and are captured by the Sun. In this section we estimate the dark matter
capture rate following the procedure described in [85, 86].
As the dark matter - nucleus interaction cross section, σχn , is very small, its interaction
probability is also very low: nσχn R  1 (n being the Sun’s numerical density and R
its radius). This implies that dark matter particles would at maximum interact once
while passing through the Sun. In order to be captured, they should lose enough energy
in this interaction, and have their speed reduced to less than the escape velocity at the
point of interaction v(r). Thus, it is useful to define Ω−
v (w) as the probability per unit
time that an incoming dark matter particle with velocity w will scatter to a velocity less
than v while traveling through a solar spherical shell. In order to obtain the rate of dark
matter particles passing through the Sun scaled by the capture probability, we consider
a thin spherical shell of the Sun, with radius r and thickness dr. We also assume that
the gravitational field at an imaginary spherical surface with large radius R, is negligible.
At this distance away from the Sun, the dark matter velocity distribution is given by
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f (~u) d3~u.
At the imaginary surface f (u) = 4πu2 f (~u) and the number of dark matter particles
entering an area element dŜ per unit time, with velocity between u and u + du, is
1
f (~u)d3~u ~u.n̂ dS = f (u)u du d cos2 θ,
4

0≤θ≤

π
2

(2.1)

where θ is the angle between the element area dŜ and the incoming dark matter particle. It
is convenient to change variables to the angular momentum per unit mass: J = Ru sin(θ),
d cos2 θ du =

∂(cos2 θ, u)
du dJ 2
du dJ = 2 2 .
∂(u, J)
uR

(2.2)

Summing over all surface area elements, we obtain the total number of incoming dark
matter particles per unit time,
du
(2.3)
πf (u) dJ 2 .
u
The dark matter velocity at the spherical shell in the Sun is w = (u2 + v 2 )1/2 , where u
is its velocity at infinity. For this particle to be captured, it must end up with a velocity
less than v after the interaction with a Sun’s nucleus. The probability for this is given by
Ω−
v (w) ×

dl
,
w

(2.4)

where dl = dr/ cos θ = dr [1 − (J/rw)2 ]−1/2 is the distance traveled by the particle across
the shell and then dl/w is the total time it spends in the solar shell:
dl
1
dr
= q
w
w 1−(

× 2 Θ(rw − J),

(2.5)

J 2
)
rw

where Θ is the Heaviside step function. The factor 2 Θ(rw − J) comes in because the
particles will intersect the solar shell twice or not at all, depending on their angular
momentum being J < rw or J > rw respectively.
The number of dark matter particles captured per unit time with velocities between
u and u + du has therefore to be scaled by the probability represented in equation (2.4):
f (u)
1
du dr Ω−
2π
v (w)
u
w

Z

Θ(rw − J)
dJ 2 q
,
J 2
1 − ( rw
)

(2.6)

which integrated in J gives:
4πr2 dr

f (u)du
w Ω−
v (w).
u
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(2.7)

Thus the total dark matter capture rate per unit shell volume is given by:
dC
=
dV

Z

∞

du
0

f (u)
w Ω−
v (w).
u

(2.8)

In order to obtain the capture probability rate Ω−
v (w), we consider that the solar shell
is made out of nuclei with mass mN . The transferred energy in a dark matter - nucleus
m2χ mN
2
0
0
interaction is ∆E = (mχ +m
2 w (1 − cos θ ), where θ is the scattering angle in the center
N)
of momentum frame and mχ is the dark matter mass. By taking the extreme values of
cos θ0 , the fractional dark matter energy loss in a collision, ∆E/E, falls in the interval
0≤

µ
∆E
≤4
,
E
(µ + 1)2

(2.9)

where µ = mχ /mN . Since the dark matter - nucleus scattering is isotropic, the distribution
of energy loss is uniform over all the interval. This loss has to be such that the dark matter
particle velocity is less than v after the collision:
u2
∆E
µ
w2 − v 2
=
≤
≤4
.
2
2
w
w
E
(µ + 1)2

(2.10)

Therefore, the probability for a dark matter particle transfer sufficient energy in an interaction, so that it ends up captured, is given by the ratio of these two intervals’ sizes:
(µ + 1)2
4µ



4µ
u2
−
(µ + 1)2 w2


Θ(

u2
4µ
−
),
(µ + 1)2 w2

(2.11)

where the Heaviside function just ensures the right order of the extreme values of the
interval. Then, to finally obtain the capture probability rate Ω−
v (w), we simply multiply
the total scattering rate, σnw, by the conditional probability of capture given by equation
(2.11):


σn
(µ − 1)2 2
(µ − 1)2 2
−
2
v −
u Θ(v 2 −
u ).
(2.12)
Ωv (w) =
w
4µ
4µ
Now, the only missing term in the equation (2.8) is the dark matter velocity distribution, which we assume is given by a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution:
4
f (u)du = nχ √ x2 exp(−x2 )dx,
π

(2.13)

where nχ is the dark matter numerical density and x is the dimensionless velocity
x2 ≡

mχ 2
u,
2kTχ

(2.14)

with Tχ being the dark matter temperature. In this distribution the mean square velocity
is v̄ 2 = 3kTχ /mχ . In order to take into account the velocity of the Sun ṽ, this distribution
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becomes:
fη (u) = f (u) exp(−η 2 )

sinh(2xη)
,
2xη

(2.15)

where η is the dimensionless velocity of the Sun (v = 220 km/s)
mχ 2
v .
2kTχ

(2.16)

3 v 2 4µ
,
2 v̄ 2 (µ − 1)2

(2.17)

η2 ≡
Conveniently defining
A2 ≡

the capture probability rate (equation (2.12)) is given by
Ω−
v (w) =

1 σnv 2 2
(A − x2 ) Θ(A − x).
w A2

(2.18)

Using equations (2.8) and (2.18) and integrating over x, one obtains:
dC
=
dV

  12


6
v2
1 − exp(−A2 )
σnnχ v̄ 2 1 −
,
π
v̄
A2

(2.19)

under the assumption that the dark matter velocity distribution given by equation (2.13),
which is valid only for capture by astrophysical objects at rest in relation to the dark
matter distribution. For the Sun we consider the distribution given by equation (2.15),
and we obtain:
dC
=
dV
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v2 1
6
1 
σnnχ v̄ 2
χ(−η, η) − χ(A− , A+ )
A+ A− −
2
π
v̄ 2ηA
2

1
1
2
2
2
+ A+ e−A− − A− e−A+ − ηe−η ,
2
2

where
Z
χ(a, b) ≡

b

exp(−y 2 )dy =

a

π 1/2
[erf(b) − erf(a)]
2

(2.20)

(2.21)

and A± ≡ A ± η.
Finally, the total dark matter capture rate is determined by integrating over all the
Sun’s volume:
Z R
dC(r)
C=
4πr2 dr
,
(2.22)
dV
0
where R is the Sun’s radius. It is worth noting that dC/dV depends on the distance
from the Sun’s center r through the escape velocity v(r) and the Sun’s nucleus numerical
density n(r).
It is also important to note that in this calculation only one nuclear specie was considered. For a precise estimative of the dark matter capture in the Sun, the composition and
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distribution of its several elements must be taken into account. With these considerations,
the total dark matter capture rate is given by [86]:
ρχ
C = 4.8 × 10 s
0.3 GeV/cm3


GeV
,
fi φi S(mχ /mNi )
mNi
24 −1



270 km/s
v̄χ



GeV
mχ

X

Fi (mχ )

i



σχNi 
10−40 cm2
(2.23)

where ρχ is the local dark matter density, v̄χ is the velocity distribution dispersion and
mχ is the dark matter mass. The sum is over all the nuclear species Ni that compose
the Sun, mNi is their corresponding mass, fi is the mass fraction of the element i and
σχNi is the scalar interaction cross section between a dark matter particle χ and a nucleus
Ni . The quantities φi describe the distribution of the element i in the Sun. The values
used for φi and fi for the ten most abundant elements are listed in the table 2.1 and were
extracted from [86] and [87] respectively. S(mχ /mNi ) is the kinematic suppression factor
for dark matter capture from a nucleus Ni :
Ab
S(x) =
1 + Ab


where

3
x
A=
2 (x − 1)2



1/b
,

hvesc i2
v̄ 2

(2.24)


(2.25)

and b = 1.5. The quantity hvesc i is the mean escape velocity, which for the Sun is
hvesc i = 1156 km/s. Note that for x = mχ /mNi → 1 : S(x) → 1, but for x → ∞ and
x → 0 : S(x) → 0. In other words, capture is kinematically suppressed if the dark matter
mass differs considerably from the nuclear mass, and there is no suppression when the two
masses are similar. Fi (mχ ) is the form-factor suppression of dark matter capture from a
nucleus with mass mNi . For hydrogen, the form factor suppression is FH (mχ ) = 1. For
the other elements we used the following expression [86]:
Fi (mχ ) =

Fiinf

+ (1 −

Fiinf ) exp

 
α 
ln mχ i
−
,
ln mic

(2.26)

where Fiinf , mic and αi are listed in the table 2.2. Finally, in the equation (2.23), σχNi is
the scattering cross section between a dark matter particle and the nucleus Ni . We use
the relation:
2

mχNi
2
σχn ,
(2.27)
σχNi = Ai
mχn
where we are assuming that the dark matter interacts equally with protons and neutrons.
In this last relation mχNi and mχn are the dark matter - nucleus and dark matter - nucleon
reduced masses, and Ai is the atomic mass number of the i element.
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Table 2.1: Solar composition
Element
H
He
C
N
O
Ne
Mg
Si
S
Fe

Ai
1
4
12
14
16
20
24
28
32
56

fi [87]
0.7352
0.2485
2.36×10−3
6.91×10−4
5.72×10−3
1.25×10−3
7.06×10−4
6.63×10−4
3.08×10−4
1.29×10−3

φi [86]
3.16
3.4
3.23
3.23
3.23
3.23
3.23
3.23
3.23
3.23

Table 2.2: Parameters for form-factor suppression in the Sun [86]
mic (GeV) Fiinf
18.2
0.986
61.6
0.788
75.2
0.613
71.7
0.281
57.0
0.101
29.3
0.00677

Element
He
C
N, O, Ne
Mg, Si
S
Fe

αi
1.58
2.69
2.69
2.97
3.1
3.36

We used the equation (2.23) with v̄ = 270 km/s and ρχ = 0.4 GeV [88, 89] in the
case of spin-independent dark matter - nucleon interactions. In figure 2.1 we show the
total dark matter capture rate for σχn = 10−44 cm2 as well as the contributions from some
elements.
In the case of spin-dependent interactions, the capture will be mainly due to interactions with hydrogen. In this case there is no significant form factor suppression and the
capture rate will be given by [86]:
C

sd

25 −1

= 1.3 × 10 s

ρχ
0.3 GeV/cm3



270 km/s
v̄χ



GeV
mχ



σχH 
S(mχ /mH ). (2.28)
10−40 cm2

In figure 2.2 we show comparatively both the spin-independent and spin-dependent capture rates independently of the dark matter - nucleon cross section. In this case we also
used v̄ = 270 km/s and ρχ = 0.4 GeV.

2.2

Dark matter capture rate due to self-interactions

Once dark matter particles are captured by the Sun’s gravitational potential, as described
in the section before, they start to accumulate in the Sun’s core due to the successive
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Figure 2.1: Dark matter capture rate in the Sun. It is shown the total dark matter capture
rate for σχn = 10−44 cm2 as well as the contribution to the capture rate for some elements.
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Figure 2.2: Dark matter capture rate in the Sun for spin-independent and spin-dependent
interactions. In the case of spin-dependent interactions, only interactions with hydrogen
were considered.
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energy loss that result from additional interactions with the Sun’s nuclei. In the scenario
that we are considering, where dark matter particles have self-interactions in addition
to their weak couplings to the SM, the dark matter particles traversing the Sun could
interact with those dark matter particles already captured. In the same way as before, if
the incoming particles lose sufficient energy in these scatterings, they would not be able
to escape from the Sun’s gravitational potential and become captured. In this section,
we will obtain this additional capture rate following the same procedure as the section
above.
The steps of the calculation are exactly the same but with a different probability rate
−
Ωv (w). So we arrive at the same expression for the differential capture rate per volume
as equation (2.8),
Z ∞
f (u)
dC
du
=
w Ω−
(2.29)
v (w).
dV
u
0
but in this case Ω−
v (w) have a simpler form since now it accounts for dark matter - dark
matter scattering.
The fractional energy loss in a scattering between dark matter particles falls in the
interval
∆E
0≤
≤ 1.
(2.30)
E
On the other hand, a particle, in order to be captured, should scatter off from velocity
w to a velocity less than the escape velocity v. Thus, it is required an energy loss of at
least:
u2
∆E
w2 − v 2
=
≤
.
(2.31)
2
2
w
w
E
Then again, considering a uniform distribution of the energy loss, the probability for a
dark matter particle to lose enough energy is given by the ratio of these intervals
1−

u2
v2
=
.
w2
w2

(2.32)

Finally, the probability rate Ω−
v (w) is the product of the total rate of scattering σχχ nw
(note that in this case σχχ is the elastic dark matter self-interacting cross section and n the
numerical dark matter density in the Sun) by the above conditional probability (equation
(2.32)):
v2
Ω−
(w)
=
σ
n
.
(2.33)
χχ
v
w
Then, with this result and using the same dark matter velocity distribution as in the
section before (equation (2.15)):
2nχ
2
2 sinh(2xη)
f (x) = √ x2 e−x e−η
,
xη
π

(2.34)

where x2 = 32 (u/v̄)2 and η 2 = 32 (v /v̄)2 , and after integrating over the speed distribution
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we get:
dC
=
dV

r

3
v 2 (r) erf(η)
nχ n σχχ
.
2
v̄
η

(2.35)

In this equation we explicitly wrote the velocity escape dependence on the distance from
the Sun’s center v = v(r).
To obtain the total dark matter self-capture rate we need to integrate over the Sun’s
volume.
r
Z
3
v 2 (R ) erf(η) R
v 2 (r)
C=
nχ σχχ
4πr2 n 2
dr.
(2.36)
2
v̄
η
v (R )
0
This last integral can be rewritten conveniently defining the dimensionless gravitational
potential φ̂ = v 2 (r)/v 2 (R ). We then obtain:
r
C=

3
v 2 (R )
erf(η)
nχ σχχ
Nχ hφ̂i
2
v̄
η

(2.37)

where Nχ is the number of dark matter particles already captured and hφ̂i is the average
gravitational potential for dark matter in the Sun. Since dark matter occupy the most
inner part of the Sun, we have hφ̂i ' 5.1 [85].
There is one additional complication in the calculation of the dark matter self-capture
rate. It could happen that in the scattering between the dark matter particles, the
particle that was already captured gain enough energy to escape from the Sun. This
would result in no net gain in the amount of captured dark matter particles. To take
this into account, we must require that in order to a particle be counted as captured it
must lose energy not only higher than u2 /w2 ≤ ∆E/E, as in equation (2.31), but also
lower than ∆E/E ≤ v 2 /w2 . With this consideration we recalculate the probability rate
of capture Ω−
v (w) obtaining:
v 2 − u2
.
(2.38)
Ω−
(w)
=
σ
n
χχ
v
w
So, this modification would be unimportant when v(r)  u which is just the case for dark
matter self-capture in the Sun. Considering the dark matter speed distribution, most of
the particles have velocities u < v(R ) = 617.5 km/s. However this is not the case for
smaller astrophysical objects such as the Earth which has a escape velocity v(R⊕ ) = 11.2
km/s. Therefore, in the Earth most of the dark matter self-scatterings that would lead
to the capture of the infalling particle, would eject the target.

2.3

Dark matter annihilation rate

As already mentioned, once the dark matter particles are captured, due to dark matter
- nucleon or dark matter self-interactions, they concentrate in the Sun’s core. There
they can annihilate producing standard model particles, which reduces the amount of
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dark matter present in the Sun. Thus, the time evolution of the number of dark matter
particles in the Sun, Nχ , is determined by capture and annihilation Γa rates competition,
given by
dNχ
= Cc + Cs Nχ − 2Γa ,
(2.39)
dt
where Cc is the dark matter capture rate due to interactions with nuclei, given by equation
(2.23) if interactions are spin-independent or equation (2.28) if they are spin-dependent,
Cs Nχ is the dark matter self-capture rate (equation (2.37)). The factor 2 accompanying Γa
appears because dark matter annihilates in pairs. In this equation we are not considering
the effect of dark matter evaporation, since it is only important for low masses mχ . 4
GeV [90], and we are focusing on dark matter masses above 20 GeV.
The annihilation rate can be written as
1
Γa = Ca Nχ2 ,
2

(2.40)

where Ca = hσa viV2 /V12 . hσa vi is the thermal average annihilation cross section times
relative velocity and, for dark matter produced as a thermal relic, is determined by the
dark matter cosmological abundance, which gives hσa vi ∼ 3×10−26 cm3 /s. Vj are effective
)3/2 cm3 , considering a
volumes of the Sun as obtained in [91]: Vj = 2.44 × 1027 ( 100jmGeV
χ
thermal distribution at an effective solar core temperature T = 1.57 × 107 K [92]. This
assumption is reasonable for dark matter masses mχ & 10 GeV [93].
In the standard colissionless CDM case, where self-interactions are non-existent (Cs =
0), the solution to equation (2.39) is
r
NχCDM

=

p
Cc
tanh( Cc Ca t).
Ca

(2.41)

Hence, there is a time scale for the equilibrium between dark matter capture and annihi√
lation, τeq = 1/ Cc Ca . For most cases of interest, the time scale for equilibrium is much
less than the age of the Sun: τeq  τ . In this case, the solution has approached a steady
state
r
Cc
CDM
Nχ,eq =
.
(2.42)
Ca
Therefore, the annihilation rate would also be time independent
1
1
CDM 2
ΓCDM
a,eq = Ca (Nχ,eq ) = Cc ,
2
2

(2.43)

and does not depend in the annihilation rate coefficient Ca . Thus, the dark matter
annihilation rate depends only on the capture rate and is independent of its annihilation
cross section, provided the latter is large enough to reach the equilibrium.
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The solution when dark matter self-interactions are taken into account is
NχSIDM =

where

Cc tanh(t/ζ)
,
Cs
−1
ζ −
tanh(t/ζ)
2

1
ζ=p
.
Cc Ca + Cs2 /4

(2.44)

(2.45)

This result was first presented in [19]. The steady state solution is reached for t  ζ, in
this case
s
Cs2
C
Cc
s
SIDM
Nχ,eq
=
+
+
.
(2.46)
2Ca
4Ca2 Ca
Clearly, equation (2.46) reduces to equation (2.42) when Cs = 0 as it should. When
self-interactions are dominant, Cs  Cs Ca , we have that
SIDM
Nχ,eq
≈

Cs
Ca

(2.47)

and the annihilation rate is
1
Cs2
SIDM 2
ΓSIDM
=
C
(N
)
≈
a
a,eq
χ,eq
2
2Ca

(2.48)

Therefore, in this case, both Nχ and Γa are independent of the capture rate due to
interactions with Sun’s nuclei. Also, both quantities are inverse proportional to Ca . Thus,
SIDM models with a low annihilation cross section will have a larger annihilation rate.
In figure 2.3 we present the number of dark matter particles in the Sun as a function
of time (in units of the Sun’s age, t ) for two dark matter self-interaction cross sections
σχχ = 3 × 10−22 cm2 (left) and σχχ = 10−23 cm2 (right). The solid curves correspond
to collisionless CDM while the dashed curves to SIDM models. The different colors
correspond to different values of σχn , as indicated in the figure legend. For CDM, the
steady state has been reached for all cases except for the weakest σχn = 10−47 cm2
(red curve). The most important result is that self-interactions significantly increase the
amount of dark matter captured and accelerates the equilibrium between the capture
and annihilation processes. Self-interactions can even bring to equilibrium solutions that
otherwise would not (red dashed curve in left plot). The fact that when σχχ is strong
enough Nχ becomes independent of σχn can be seen through the convergence of the red
and green dashed curves in the left plot.
The increment in the amount of dark matter particles captured present in SIDM
models consequently leads to an enhancement in the annihilation rate (equation (2.40)).
Therefore, we expect a larger flux of dark matter annihilation products for SIDM than
for CDM. For each particular SIDM model considered in this work, we will use equations
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Figure 2.3: Time evolution of dark matter particles in the Sun. Solid curves are for
colissionless CDM and dashed curves for SIDM models. The left plot correspond to
σχχ = 3 × 10−22 cm2 while the right plot to σχχ = 3 × 10−23 cm2 . The colors indicate the
dark matter - nucleon cross section σχn value as labeled in the legend.
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(2.40) and (2.44) to determine the number of annihilations occurring in the Sun’s core.
This will be used later to obtain the expected neutrino signal for these models.
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Chapter 3
Neutrino Flux from SIDM
Annihilation
Dark matter particles in the Sun’s core can annihilate in pairs into Standard Model
particles like quarks, leptons and gauge bosons. The produced particles will generate
another ones through hadronization, interactions in the Sun and decays. Among the
products, the neutrinos will be of most importance. This is because their low interaction
cross section allows them to escape the Sun and reach the Earth, where they can be
detected by underground experiments serving as dark matter probes as noted in early
works such as [94, 95].
To obtain the dark matter induced neutrino flux at neutrino detectors we will need
to keep track of the neutrino propagation from the Sun’s core to the Earth, 1.50 × 108
km away. In their travel, neutrino - nucleon interactions and oscillations will affect the
energy spectrum. We will consider these effects using the WimpSim simulation package
described below.

3.1

Neutrino Propagation from the Sun to the Earth
with WimpSim

The WimpSim code simulates the dark matter annihilation in the center of the Sun
and the propagation of the neutrinos produced in such annihilations in an event based
framework [96]. This means that it follows each neutrino from their creation, at the Sun’s
core, to their arrival at detectors in the Earth. For this process, it includes the effects of
neutrino oscillations in matter and vacuum, the neutrino interactions with nucleons via
charge current and neutral current interactions, and also it takes into account neutrino
regeneration from τ decay.
The WimpSim code is written in the programming language Fortran and is publicly
available at [97]. The program is divided into two parts, WimpAnn and WimpEvent. The
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first, WimpAnn, simulates the dark matter annihilation in the Sun and propagates the
neutrinos produced until 1 AU 1 from the Sun. The main output of WimpAnn is a list
specifying all neutrino states, described by their state vector

ae


ν = aµ eiφµ  ,
aτ eiφτ


(3.1)

the neutrino energy and if its a particle or anti-particle. The second program, WimpEvent, uses this list to continue the neutrinos propagation to the actual detector location
in the Earth. To do this, the detector position and time of the events have to be known.
The main output is an event list with the energy and angles of the incoming neutrinos
and the outgoing leptons and hadronic showers produced in the neutrino interactions.

3.1.1

Dark Matter Annihilation in the Sun

Dark matter particles captured in the Sun can annihilate producing Standard Model
particles. The annihilation channels that can be simulated in Wimpsim include quarks
¯ uū, ss̄, cc̄, bb̄, tt̄), gauge bosons (gg, W + W − , Z 0 Z 0 ) and leptons (µ− µ+ , τ − τ + , νe ν̄e ,
(dd,
νµ ν̄µ , ντ ν̄τ ). To simulate the hadronization and decay of the annihilation products and collect the neutrinos and antineutrinos produced, WimpSim uses the event generator Pythia
6.4 [98].
In this work we will consider two annihilation channels, dark matter annihilating into
+
W W − (or τ + τ − if mχ < mW ) and into bb̄. These channels were chosen since their decay
chain produces neutrinos in a wide energy range. They are also the channels analyzed by
the IceCube collaboration, so this will allow us to make a direct comparison of our results
with theirs.
The process for the bb̄ channel is a bit different because these quarks hadronize forming
B mesons that, for the case of the Sun, interact before they decay. Wimpsim takes this
process into account in an approximate way. First, it performs the simulation in Pythia
as in free space, and then rescale the energy of the produced neutrinos estimating the B
mesons energy loss due to their interactions in the Sun [93, 99].
In figure 3.1 we show the obtained neutrino spectra at creation in the Sun for both
annihilation channels, bb̄ (left) and W + W − (right). As expected, the W + W − channel
produces a higher flux of high energy neutrinos than the bb̄ channel.
1

1 astronomical unit ≈ 1.50 × 108 km, Earth’s mean distance to the Sun.
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Figure 3.1: Neutrino yields at creation in the Sun’s core. The three flavor neutrino
spectra is shown for dark matter with mχ = 500 GeV annihilating into bb̄ (left) and
W + W − (right).

3.1.2

Neutrino Interactions and Oscillations

Once the high energy neutrinos are produced, they will propagate out from the Sun’s center. In this travel the neutrinos could experience interactions with nucleons and neutrino
oscillations.
Neutrinos can interact with nucleons via charge current (CC) and neutral current (NC)
interactions. In a CC interaction, a charge lepton is produced while in a NC interaction,
a neutrino with degraded energy is obtained. The cross sections of these processes are
calculated since they are needed to determine the interaction probabilities and the leptons’
energy loss. The former will be used in WimpSim to determine if an interaction occurs
when the neutrino is traversing the Sun and/or the Earth in its way to the detector, while
the latter are needed to account for the neutrino energy losses, their regeneration from τ
decay and also, for calculating the scattering processes near or in the neutrino detector.
To calculate the neutrino - nucleon cross sections we use the CTEQ6-DIS parton
distribution function [100, 101], which is the default in WimpSim. This calculations are
done through the Nusigma package [102]. First, it is obtained a table of the cross sections
for specific energy values, and from this the actual cross section, at the desired energy, is
interpolated. This approach serves to gain computational speed. Nusigma also simulates
the interaction, returning the energy and angles of the final state lepton and the hadronic
shower.
To accurately obtain the neutrino yields at the Earth, WimpSim needs to also keep
track of neutrino oscillations. These occur because the neutrino flavor eigenstates are
different from the neutrino mass eigenstates. This is written as
|να i =

X
a
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∗
Uαa
|νa i,

(3.2)

where U is the leptonic mixing matrix, |να i is a neutrino flavor eigenstate (νe , νµ or ντ ),
and |νa i (a = 1, 2 or 3) are the neutrino mass eigenstates with definite mass ma . The
evolution of the neutrino state ν(t) is given by
ν(t) = S(t)ν(0),

(3.3)

where the evolution operator S(t) is given by S(t) = exp(−iHt). H is the total hamiltonian, which includes both vacuum and the Mikheyev-Smirnov-Wolfenstein (MSW) potential terms
H=

√
1
U diag(0, ∆m221 , ∆m231 ) U † + diag( 2GF Ne , 0, 0).
2E

(3.4)

E is the neutrino energy, ∆m2ij = m2i − m2j are the neutrino mass squared differences, GF
is the Fermi coupling constant, and Ne is the electron number density in the medium.
To calculate the effect of neutrino oscillations during their propagation in the Sun
and the Earth, WimpSim propagates the neutrinos by layers of constant electron number
density. For oscillations in vacuum, only one layer with null electron number density is
needed.
For our simulations we used the leptonic mixing matrix in its standard parametrization



c13 c12
c13 s12
s13 e−iδ


U = −s12 c23 − c12 s23 s13 eiδ c12 c23 − s12 s23 s13 eiδ
s23 c13  ,
s12 s23 − c12 c23 s13 eiδ −c12 s23 − s12 c23 s13 eiδ c23 c13

(3.5)

where cij = cos θij , sij = sin θij , and δ is the CP-violating phase. We used the WimpSim
3.05 standard values for the mixing parameters, which are based on PDG 2012 [103]:
θ12 = 33.58◦
θ13 = 9.12◦
θ23 = 40.40◦
δ = 0.0◦
∆m221 = 7.58 × 10−5 eV2
∆m231 = 2.35 × 10−3 eV2 .

3.1.3

Neutrino Propagation

To propagate the neutrinos produced in dark matter annihilations it is necessary to know
the solar composition and density. For this, WimpSim uses the Standard Solar Model
[104], which gives the density of the most abundant elements and electrons as a function
of the distance from the Sun’s center. The element densities are needed to calculate the
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neutrino interaction probabilities, and the electron densities to obtain the matter effect
on neutrino oscillations.
The first step in the simulation is to attribute a creation point to each neutrino produced. This is done assuming a thermal distribution for the dark matter particles captured
in the Sun. For masses of interest in this work, dark matter particles are concentrated to
within 1% of the solar radius. Therefore the initial neutrino trajectories could be approximated as radial. After this step, the amount of matter that each neutrino should traverse
to reach the Sun’s surface is known. Then, the interaction cross sections are calculated
and used to randomize where the neutrino interacts (if it interacts at all) and with what
type of interaction.
In the case of CC interactions, first the flavor probabilities at the interaction point
have to be determined (following the neutrino evolution operator method, briefly described above). According these probabilities, the actual interacting neutrino flavor is
randomized. If the neutrino is a ντ , the interaction is simulated and a τ lepton is produced. Then, its decay is simulated with Pythia and the produced neutrinos are collected.
These neutrinos proceed their propagation until reach the Sun’s surface. On the other
hand, if the interacting neutrino is a νe or νµ , then the CC interaction will produce an
electron, which is stable, or a muon, which will be stopped before it has time to decay.
As neither of these processes produce high energy neutrinos, so the interacting neutrino
is considered absorbed.
For NC interactions, the relative phases among neutrino flavor eigenstates are preserved because the interaction is flavor blind. Then, the only effect of this type of interactions will be a neutrino energy change.
To take into account the effect of neutrino oscillations between the creation and interaction points, the Sun in divided in layers of constant density. WimpSim considers layers
with a width of 0.3% of the solar radius, keeping the total error on the neutrino state at
the end of propagation to less than 1%.
In figure 3.2 we show our results of neutrino propagation to the solar surface for both
annihilation channels investigated bb̄ (left) and W + W − (right). There are two significant
things to note. First, there has been occurred a mixture between muon and tau neutrinos,
while the electron neutrinos have remained basically unmixed. Second, there are more
neutrinos at lower energies than in the original spectrum at creation (figure 3.1). This
is because CC interactions create secondary neutrinos from τ decay and because of the
neutrino energy loss in NC interactions. Additionally, the CC interactions create a loss
of high energy neutrinos due to absorption of νe and νµ .
Once the neutrinos reach the Sun’s surface they are propagated to a distance of 1 AU
away from the Sun, taking into account neutrino oscillations in vacuum. At the end of this
propagation, WimpSim saves the energy and their relative phase flavor for each neutrino.
In figure 3.3 we show the neutrino spectra at this distance for both chosen annihilation
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Figure 3.2: Neutrino yields at the solar surface. The three flavor neutrino spectra is shown
for dark matter with mχ = 500 GeV annihilating into bb̄ (left) and W + W − (right).
channels. We note that the νe are now mixed with the νµ and ντ . It is interestingly to
note that despite some neutrino flavors were dominant at creation, at this propagation
stage we essentially have equal amounts for each neutrino flavor.
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Figure 3.3: Neutrino yields at 1 AU from the Sun. The three flavor neutrino spectra is
shown for dark matter with mχ = 500 GeV annihilating into bb̄ (left) and W + W − (right).

The last propagation step is from 1 AU to the actual position of the detector in the
Earth. To do this, it is necessary to know the detector location and the time that the
events occur. This is required to determine the exact distance between the Sun and the
Earth and also, the amount of matter that the neutrino will traverse across the Earth
until it reaches the detector.
The propagation across the Earth is done in the same way as for the Sun. In this case
WimpSim uses the Earth density profile from [105] to calculate the neutrino interactions
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and matter oscillation effect. The neutrinos are propagated through layers with a width
of 0.3% of the Earth radius.
Once the neutrinos reach the detector they are projected to their flavor eigenstates,
according their flavor phases. Then their interactions are simulated with Nusigma, producing charged leptons and hadronic showers. The neutrino yields at the detector are
saved as well as the hadronic showers and leptons produced, including their angular and
energy information.
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Figure 3.4: Neutrino yields at the detector. The three flavor neutrino spectra is shown
for dark matter with mχ = 500 GeV annihilating into bb̄ (left) and W + W − (right).
In figure 3.4 we show the neutrino flux at the IceCube detector. We have considered
the time period between the Autumn and Spring equinoxes in the south hemisphere.
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Chapter 4
Probing SIDM with IceCube Results
In this section we obtain the expected number of muon neutrino events at the IceCube
detector originated from SIDM annihilation in the Sun. We will compare this to the last
IceCube collaboration dark matter search result. From this comparison we will probe the
parameter space of velocity-independent SIDM models.

4.1

Muon Neutrino Events at IceCube for SIDM Models

At the end of the last chapter we obtained the neutrino flux that reaches the IceCube
detector, for all three neutrino flavors. For our analysis, we will only use the final muon
neutrinos and antineutrinos. These are the same used by the IceCube collaboration when
looking for dark matter annihilation in the Sun, due to their good angular direction
reconstruction and background rejection.
For our investigation, we simulated dark matter annihilations with masses between
mχ = 20 GeV - 5 TeV for the bb̄ and W + W − /τ + τ − annihilation channels and two time
periods, winter and summer. For each dark matter mass, annihilation channel and time
period, we simulated 106 dark matter annihilation events, obtaining the averaged neutrino
flux at the IceCube detector.
The expected number of muon neutrinos observed at IceCube Nνµ is given by
Z
Nνµ = Γa texp
Ethr

dφνµ
Aeff (E)dE,
dE

(4.1)

where texp is the exposure time and depends on which data set is analyzed. For the
winter period texp is 150 days, and for summer 167 days. Aeff is the IceCube’s effective
area. This accounts for the neutrino - nucleon interaction probability, the produced muon
energy loss and also for the experimental cuts and analysis efficiencies. We take Aeff (E)
as a function of the neutrino energy for each data set as given in [106] (see figure 4.1).
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dφνµ
dE

is the muon neutrino energy spectrum, obtained at the end of our simulations with
WimpSim. Γa is the dark matter annihilation rate, given by equation (2.40), where Nχ is
given by equation (2.41) for CDM, and by equation (2.44) for SIDM. It is important to
note that it is in this factor that the effects of dark matter self-interactions enter for the
muon neutrino events predicted at the IceCube detector.

Figure 4.1: IceCube’s total neutrino effective area (left) and median angular error (right)
as a function of the muon neutrino energy. The different curves correspond to the different
data sets as defined in the IceCube analysis [20], being black for the winter high energy
set (WH), blue for the summer set (SL) and green for the winter low energy (WL). Figure
extracted from [106].
In order to compare our results to the IceCube observations we need to account for
the detector’s finite angular resolution. This is shown in figure 4.1 as a function of
the neutrino energy for the winter and summer data sets. The detector angular error
decreases with increasing energy, going from ∼ 10◦ at 40 GeV to ∼ 1◦ at 1 TeV. We
include this reconstruction effect by smearing the arrival direction of each simulated muon
neutrino by a gaussian distribution with its σ equal to the experimental angular error at
the corresponding neutrino energy. In figure 4.2 we show the neutrino arrival angular
distributions about the of Sun-IceCube axis, for different dark matter mass values. We
then remove all events with arriving angles θ > 3◦ , which is the IceCube’s accepted
angular direction for events coming from the Sun [20]. In figure 4.3 we show the event
reduction due to the angular cut for the W + W − /τ + τ − annihilation channel, for a low (50
GeV) and a large (1 TeV) dark matter mass. As expected, the angular smearing causes a
very significant loss in the neutrino flux for low energy neutrinos, while at high energies
the flux after the angular cut remains almost unchanged.
After all this considerations we obtain our prediction for the integrated number of
events in IceCube. In figures 4.4 we show the predicted muon neutrino events spectrum
at IceCube for both annihilation channels. The spectra include the total number of
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Figure 4.2: Angular smearing about the Sun-IceCube axis due to the angular direction
reconstruction error of IceCube. Each histogram corresponds to a different dark matter
mass value as labeled.
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Figure 4.3: Neutrino flux as a function of the neutrino energy for mχ = 50 GeV and 1000
GeV annihilating into W + W − /τ + τ − . The blue solid line includes all simulated events
and the green dashed line to events with smeared angular direction θ . 3◦ .
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events (low energy and high energy) during winter for a dark matter mass of 800 GeV.
The several curves correspond to different values of σχχ /mχ as labeled and it was taken
σχn = 10−44 cm2 . The enhancement on the expected number of events due to dark matter
self-interactions is clear in these figures.

4.2

IceCube-79 Dark Matter Search Results

We compare our predictions to the results of the IceCube dark matter search [20]. The
IceCube collaboration used the neutrino telescope with its 79-strings configuration to look
for the muon neutrino signal originated from dark matter annihilation in the Sun. This
analysis used for the first time the DeepCore subarray1 , lowering the energy threshold
down to 10 GeV and extending the time of data acquisition into the summer.
In the IceCube analysis the data was divided into three sets, according the time period
and energy of the events. The data during the winter season, when the Sun is below the
horizon, was divided into a low energy sample (WL) and a high energy one (WH). For the
summer period, when the Sun is above the horizon, only low energy events were considered
(SL). The main background is constituted by down-going muons originated by cosmic rays
interactions in the atmosphere. The majority of these muons are easily rejected during
the winter season by looking only for up-going muon tracks in the detector. For the SL
set, the IceCube digital optical modules that surround the DeepCore subarray are used
as a background veto and only events with a reconstructed neutrino interaction vertex
inside DeepCore were selected.
In figure 4.5 are compared the final data sets distribution of the IceCube-79 analysis
(gray squares) with the expected background from atmospheric muons and neutrinos
(dotted lines). The colored lines correspond to the expected signal from CDM annihilation
in the Sun’s center. From these results, the IceCube collaboration concludes that the
observed number of events from the direction of the Sun is consistent with the backgroundonly hypothesis. Thus, upper limits on the number of expected muons from dark matter
annihilations were imposed at 90% C.L., as shown in table 4.1. These limits are for the
three data sets combined.
The IceCube collaboration used these results to constraint the dark matter - nucleon
interaction cross section, assuming the standard scenario for dark matter capture. It
excludes values for the spin-independent σχn down to ∼ 10−43 cm2 (for mχ = 500 GeV
and W + W − channel). For spin-dependent interaction obtained the most stringent results
1

The DeepCore subarray is constituted by 15 strings, each with 50 improved PMTs with 7 m vertical
spacing, located in the deepest and clearest ice instrumented by IceCube, between 2100 and 2450 m below
the surface [107]. It was specifically designed to lower the IceCube neutrino energy threshold by an order
of magnitude, to energies ∼ 10 GeV. Its location at the central base of the IceCube detector, allows it
to use the surrounding IceCube detector as a highly efficient active veto against the main background of
downward going muons produced in cosmic-ray atmospherics showers.
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Figure 4.4: Muon neutrino events spectrum at the IceCube detector for bb̄ (top) and
W + W − (bottom) annihilation channels. The blue line correspond to CDM model and
the others to SIDM models with different self-interaction cross sections values as labeled.
For the bb̄ annihilation channel, the integrated number of events are 0.05 for CDM and
0.36 (1.1, 2.4, 4.3) for σχχ /mχ = 0.3 (0.6, 0.9, 1.2) cm2 /g. For the W + W − channel, these
are 1.4 for CDM and 9.6 (30.8, 66.0, 115.2) for the SIDM models respectively. These
results are for mχ = 800 GeV considering only the winter time period.
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to date, excluding values of σχH down to ∼ 10−40 cm2 (for mχ = 500 GeV and W + W −
channel).

Figure 4.5: Angular distribution relative to the Sun of observed events at IceCube-79.
The events are shown in gray squares for the three data sets (WL, WH and SL). The
dotted curves indicate the expected background from atmospheric muons and neutrinos.
Also are shown in colored lines simulated signals from dark matter annihilations in the
Sun. Figure extracted from [20].

4.3

Probing velocity-independent SIDM

We use the IceCube limits on the number of expected muons to constraint SIDM models.
For this, we compare our predicted number of events for the total time of IceCube data
acquisition, with the IceCube-79 limits. Any model that predicts a larger number of
events is ruled out at 90% C.L. We scanned the SIDM (σχχ , mχ ) parameter space for
the W + W − /τ + τ − and bb̄ annihilation channels assuming several fixed values for the dark
matter - nucleon scattering cross section σχn .
We present our results for the W + W − /τ + τ − channel in figure 4.6. The solid (dashed)
blue curve are the upper limits at 90% C.L. for the σχχ as a function of mχ , assuming a
thermal annihilation cross section hσa vi = 3 × 10−26 cm3 /s (10−27 cm3 /s). Models with
σχχ above these curves are excluded by our analysis. Each plot correspond to a different
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Table 4.1: IceCube-79 upper limits on the number of muon events from dark matter
annihilation in the Sun. Values extracted from [20]
mχ
(GeV)
20
35
50
100
250
500
1000
3000
5000

µ90
s
(W + W − /τ + τ − channel)
162
70.2
19.6
16.8
29.9
25.2
23.4
22.2
22.8

µ90
s
(bb̄ channel)
128
55.2
28.9
19.8
30.6
30.4
26.1
26.4

value of σχn as labeled. In the figure are also shown other constraints on SIDM models.
The black hatched region corresponds to models with σχχ /mχ > 1.25 cm2 /g, excluded
by the Bullet Cluster analysis [24]. The region colored in yellow indicates models with
σχχ /mχ > 1 cm2 /g, ruled out by analysis of halo density profiles [22] and halo shapes [23].
The dashed green line with arrows indicates the SIDM models with σχχ /mχ < 0.1 cm2 /g,
which are too weak to solve the too big to fail problem of Milky Way dwarf spheroidals
[26]. The dark matter models at the left side or in between the dot-dashed red lines are
excluded by the direct detection experiment LUX [108], which puts upper limits on σχn as
a function of mχ . As can be seen, our analysis for the W + W − /τ + τ − channel significantly
reduces the region of SIDM models that are still interesting as a solution to CDM small
scale controversies.
In figure 4.7 we show our results for the bb̄ annihilation channel. As expected, due to
a smaller production of high energy neutrinos, these constraints are weaker than those for
the W + W − /τ + τ − channel. As in the case of figure 4.6, the stronger constraint in each
plot corresponds to the smaller thermal annihilation cross section hσa vi = 10−27 cm3 /s, in
agreement with equation (2.48), which favors a signal for SIDM with lower annihilation
cross section. Also, from the several plots can be seen that the limits do not change
significantly for different values of σχn . This is consistent with the fact that for strong
σχχ values, the neutrino flux is independent of σχn , as discussed in chapter 2. Our results
for the bb̄ confirms independently most of the region excluded by the Bullet Cluster, halo
density profiles and halo shapes analysis.
Additionally, we made an analysis considering dark matter capture by spin-dependent
dark matter - nucleon interactions, which mainly consists of dark matter interacting with
hydrogen in the Sun. Our results for the W + W − /τ + τ − annihilation channel is presented
in figure 4.8 and for the bb̄ channel in figure 4.9. In both of these figures we choose values
for σχH unconstrained by the IceCube results [20]. Our constraints on SIDM models for
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spin-dependent interaction are stronger than those for spin-independent. This is expected
since we assume larger interaction cross sections than the ones for the spin-independent
analysis. Our limits for the W + W − /τ + τ − channel are stronger than for the bb̄ channel
as expected.
In summary, we have obtained new independent constraints on SIDM models with
velocity independent self-scattering cross section using the IceCube-79 results. A significant region of the SIDM parameter space is now excluded by our analysis, excluding
models with σχχ /mχ down to ∼ 0.6 cm2 /g for hσa vi = 3 × 10−26 cm3 /s, and down to
∼ 0.1 cm2 /g for hσa vi = 10−27 cm3 /s, if dark matter annihilates into W + W − . The constraints are weaker for the bb̄ annihilation channel and stronger for dark matter - nucleon
spin-dependent interactions.
Combining our results with previous constraints [24, 22, 23, 26], SIDM models that
could solve the CDM small scale controversies, with masses between 300 GeV ≤ mχ ≤ 1
TeV, are now excluded if they annihilate into W + W − with a thermal annihilation cross
section hσa vi ≤ 10−27 cm3 /s. In this case, solutions to the CDM potential problems
will have to be encountered in different SIDM scenarios where, for example, dark matter
annihilates into bb̄. Another interesting possibility is that dark matter self-scattering cross
section is velocity dependent as in [28, 109, 29, 110]. We explore this latter possibility in
the next part of our work.
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Figure 4.6: Self annihilation cross section σχχ versus dark matter mass mχ . The regions
above the blue curves exclude models with annihilation into W + W − /τ + τ − at 90% C.L.
by our analysis. The solid (dashed) line is for a thermal annihilation cross section hσa vi =
3 (0.1) × 10−26 cm3 /s. Each plot considers a different σχn value, as labeled. Exclusion
regions from a Bullet Cluster analysis [24] is shown in black hatches and by halo density
profiles and halo shapes [22, 23] in yellow. The region below the dashed green line shows
the region where SIDM is too weak too alleviate CDM potential problems, based on the
dwarf spheroidal analysis [26]. The red lines show the direct detection limits from LUX
[108], where either the region to the left or between the lines are excluded. LUX results
do not probe σχn . 10−47 cm2 , which is represented in the bottom right plot. Figure
extracted from our publication [21].
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Figure 4.7: Same as previous figure but now for dark matter annihilation into bb̄. The
regions above the blue curves are excluded at 90% C.L. by our analysis. The solid (dashed)
line is for a thermal annihilation cross section hσa vi = 3 (0.1) × 10−26 cm3 /s. Each plot
considers a different σχn value, as labeled. In these plots LUX [108] direct detection results
exclude all the regions shown on the top figures, the region to the left of the red line in
the left bottom plot, and does not probe the right bottom plot region. Figure extracted
from our publication [21].
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Figure 4.8: Same as Figure 4.6 but now considering σχH spin-dependent interactions.
There are no spin-dependent direct detection probes of the region shown in these plots.
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Figure 4.9: Same as Figure 4.7 but now considering σχH spin-dependent interactions.
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Chapter 5
Velocity Dependent SIDM
As described in chapter 1, there are several constraints on SIDM models. These were
obtained from the comparison between results from SIDM simulations with observations
for a wide variety of systems, such as the matter distribution of the Bullet Cluster [24, 111]
and other colliding clusters [112], the density profiles of galaxies [22, 23] and the kinematics
of the Milky Way’s dwarf satellites [26, 84] and our own results just described in the last
chapter [21]. As a result, only a small region of the parameter space of SIDM models, with
a constant self-interaction cross section, are capable to solve CDM small scale controversies
while being consistent with all observations.
An interesting way to evade the existent constraints is considering that the selfinteracting cross section depends on the relative velocity of the dark matter particles.
Such characteristic can be achieved in models where dark matter self-interacts through a
Yukawa potential as in [28, 29, 109, 110]. These models can have a strong dark matter
self-interaction in systems with typical low velocities, like the Milky Way’s dwarf satellites, as required to solve the too big to fail problem [25, 26, 84]. At the same time,
self-interactions can be highly suppressed in systems with high intrinsic velocities, evading the stringent upper limits on σχχ /mχ from analysis of galaxy clusters [24, 111, 112].
This proposal is supported by numerical simulations, which show that the too big to fail
problem can in fact be solved within these models, while achieving agreement with the
galactic density profile [25, 26].
A very interesting property of velocity dependent SIDM (vdSIDM) models is that
they have Sommerfeld enhancement factors in their annihilation cross section. These can
significantly increase their indirect detection signals, which can be used to probe these
models.
We will focus in this chapter to obtain the corresponding muon neutrino signal from
vdSIDM annihilation in the Sun to test these models by comparison with neutrino telescopes data.
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5.1

A velocity dependent SIDM Model

We consider the dark matter particle χ as a Dirac fermion which couples to a vector
mediator φµ of a dark U (1)χ gauge interaction through the Lagrangian term:
L = gχ χ̄γ µ χφµ ,

(5.1)

where gχ is the coupling constant. This interaction gives rise to dark matter self-scatterings
and annihilations. We also take the dark matter as symmetric, with equal abundance of
particles and anti-particles.
In the non-relativistic limit, dark matter self-interactions can be described by a Yukawa
potential [27, 28, 109, 113]
αχ
(5.2)
V (r) = ± e−mφ r ,
r
where αχ = gχ2 /(4π) is the dark fine structure constant, mφ the mediator mass and r the
relative distance between the dark matter particles. This potential is attractive (−) for
χχ̄ scatterings, and repulsive (+), for χχ and χ̄χ̄.
The relevant quantity to investigate the dark matter self-interactions effects on structure formation is the differential self-scattering cross section dσ/dΩ as a function of relative velocity v. In numerical simulation analysis, the scattering angular distribution over
the scattering angle θ is important, but, in order to relate the particle physics model to
observations and simulation studies, it is useful to consider an integrated cross section.
Therefore, we proceed as in [29] and consider the transfer cross section [114] which is
widely used in SIDM literature:
Z
σT =

dΩ(1 − cos θ)

dσ
.
dΩ

(5.3)

This cross section can be calculated perturbatively in αX within the Born approximation,
requiring αX mX /mφ  1:
σTBorn

8πα2
= 2 X4
mX v

m2 v 2
m2 v 2
ln(1 + X2 ) − 2 X 2 2
mφ
mφ + mX v

!
.

(5.4)

Within the non-perturbative regime, analytical formulas can be obtained for the classical
limit (mX v/mφ  1). For an attractive potential it is given by [27]:

σTclas



4π 2
−1

 m2φ β ln(1 + β )


= m8π2 β 2 /(1 + 1.5β 1.65 )
φ


 π

 m2 (ln β + 1 − 12 ln−1 β)2
φ
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β . 10−1
10−1 . β . 103
β & 103

(5.5)

where β ≡ 2αX mφ /(mX v 2 ). However, both of these approximations cover only a limited
region of the parameter space of vdSIDM models. Thus, to obtain the the self-interacting
cross section in the missing region we use numerical techniques.
We solve the Schrödinger equation using the partial wave method. The differential
scattering cross section is given by
2

∞
dσ
1 X
= 2
(2l + 1)eiδl Pl (cos θ) sin δl ,
dΩ
k l=0

(5.6)

where δl is the phase shift for the partial wave l. Using this expression in equation (5.3)
and integrating over all angles, the total transfer cross sections results
∞
4π X
σT = 2
(l + 1) sin2 (δl+1 − δl ).
k l=0

(5.7)

Hence, to obtain the σT we need to calculate first the phase shift δl for each l in the sum.
To obtain the δl we solve the Schrödinger equation for the radial function Rl (r) for
the reduced dark matter two particle system
1 d
r2 dr


 

l(l + 1)
2 dRl
2
r
+ k −
− 2µV (r) Rl = 0,
dr
r2

(5.8)

with reduced mass µ = mX /2 and k = µv. The phase shift δl parametrizes the asymptotic
solution for Rl (r), given by
lim Rl (r) ∝ cos δl jl (kr) − sin δl nl (kr),

r→∞

(5.9)

where jl (kr) and nl (kr) are the spherical Bessel and Neumann functions, respectively.
To solve equation (5.8) it is convenient to define the following variables:
χl ≡ rRl ,
v
,
a≡
2αX

x ≡ αX mX r
αX mX
b≡
.
mφ

(5.10)

So equation (5.8) is written as:



d2
l(l + 1)
1 −x/b
2
+a −
− (±) e
χl = 0,
dx2
x2
x

(5.11)

where the + (−) sign corresponds to a repulsive (attractive) potential.
To calculate σT from equation (5.7) we first obtain δl for fixed values of a, b and l = 0
then, we sum over l until reaching terms whose contribution are negligible. We proceed
as in [29]:
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1. We impose initial conditions for χl and χ0l at a point xi close to the origin. xi is
chosen so that xi  b, (l + 1)/a. Under this condition, equation (5.11) is dominated
by the angular momentum term. Thus we expect χl (x) ∝ xl+1 and therefore we can
choose χl (xi ) = 1 and χ0l (xi ) = (l + 1)/xi .
2. We solve equation (5.11) numerically within the domain xi ≤ x ≤ xm . xm is
determined by the condition a2  exp(−xm b)/xm , where the potential term is
suppressed compared to the kinetic term.
3. At xm (value for x from which we expect the solution behaves like the asymptotic
approximation), we match the obtained χl and χ0l to the asymptotic solution, given
by
(5.12)
χl (x) ∝ xeiδl (cos δl jl (ax) − sin δl nl (ax)).
Inverting this equation, it is possible to obtain the phase shift δl :
tan δl =

axm jl0 (axm ) − βl jl (axm )
,
axm n0l (axm ) − βl nl (axm )

where
βl =

xm χ0l (xm )
.
χl (xm ) − 1

(5.13)

(5.14)

Our numerical algorithm makes an initial guess for the domain (xi , xm ) according
to the steps (1) and (2), and computes δl as described. Then it extends the domain
successively, decreasing xi and increasing xm , to re-calculate δl until it converges at
1%.
4. We proceed to calculate σT using equation (5.7), summing over l, truncating at lmax .
This is determined by the condition that the last consecutive five terms contribute
to less than 1% of σT value.
After this, we obtain σT as a function of the physical parameters: mX , mφ , αX and v.
In figure 5.1, we show our numerical results for σT /mX as a function of mφ in the case of
an attractive potential. For this results we fixed mX = 200 GeV, αX = 10−2 and v = 10
km/s. Also, we show the Born and classical approximations for comparison. Our results
reproduce those in [29].
In figure 5.2 we show our results for σT as a function of the relative velocity in the
case of attractive (solid curves) and repulsive (dashed curves) potentials. Each curve
correspond to a different set of (mχ , mφ ) values as labeled.
These results show that it is indeed necessary to use numerical methods to investigate
dark matter self-interactions within these models, since the analytical limits for σT lose
all the velocity spectral features which can alter significantly the actual value of σT .
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Figure 5.1: Numerical results for σT /mX as a function of mφ (green curve). Also are
shown the results for the classical (dotted red) and Born approximations (dashed blue).
Now, we want to understand how the parameter space of vdSIDM models (mX , mφ ,
αX ) relate to the existent constraints on SIDM. As already mentioned, these analysis
involved quite a variety of astrophysical systems such as the Bullet Cluster and Milky
Way dwarf satellites, which have very different dark matter velocities distributions. For
example, the Bullet Cluster have velocities close to ∼ 4000 km/s, while the Milky Way
dwarf spheroidal galaxies have much lower velocities around ∼ 10 km/s. Therefore,
the effective value of the self-interacting cross section strongly depends on the system
considered. To take this into account, we computed the average of the transfer cross
section hσT i over the velocities in each system:
Z
hσT i =

d3 v1 d3 v2 −~v12 /~v02 −~v22 /~v02
e
e
σT (|~v1 − ~v2 |).
(πv02 )3

(5.15)

Changing the velocities to ~v = ~v1 − ~v2 e ~vt = ~v1 + ~v2 , the resulting expression is:
Z
hσT i =

1 2
d3 v
2
e− 2 ~v /~v0 σT (v).
2 3/2
(2πv0 )

(5.16)

Using this expression, it is possible to relate the limits on self-interaction cross section to
the vdSIDM models. As an example we show the figure 5.3, which is extracted from [115].
In this, several curves are shown in the mX - mφ plane for symmetric dark matter with a
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Figure 5.2: Transfer cross section as a function of relative velocity in the case of attractive (solid curves) and repulsive (dashes curves) potentials. Each curve correspond to a
different value for set of parameters, as labeled.
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fixed value of αX = 10−2 . The light purple region represent the (mX , mφ ) values for which
hσT i falls between 0.1 and 10 cm2 /g in the case of Milky Way’s dwarf galaxies (considering
v0 = 30 km/s in equation (5.16)). Remember that an hσT i within these values can alleviate
the too big to fail problem [26]. The red curve corresponds to hσT i = 1 cm2 /g at the scale
of galaxy clusters (i.e. using v0 = 300 km/s). This curve represent the limit obtained from
halo shapes in [23], excluding models with (mX , mφ ) below it. Additionally, are shown
the expected sensitivity for XENON1T (puple dasehd curve) and the limit from cosmic
microwave background (CMB) on the parameter space if the mediator φ decays into pairs
e+ e− (orange line) [115, 116] (these latter results do not considered the Sommerfeld factor
in dark matter annihilation).

Figure 5.3: Parameter space for vdSIDM models with αX = 10−2 for symmetric dark
matter. The light purple region corresponds to (mX , mφ ) values that can alleviate the
too big to fail problem [26]. The curve in red represent the limit from the halo shapes
analysis [23], excluding the regions below them. The purple dashed curve correspond to
the XENON1T expected sensitivity and the orange vertical line to the limit from CMB
assuming that the mediator φ decays into e+ e− [115, 116]. The figure was extracted from
[115].
Besides self-scattering, the interaction between the dark matter particles and the mediators causes also the annihilation of dark matter particles into a pair of mediators
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χχ̄ → φφ. The dark matter annihilation cross section at tree level is given by
tree

(σa v)

παχ2
= 2
mχ

s


1−

mφ
mχ

2
.

(5.17)

However, for low relative velocities, the mediator φ can greatly increase the annihilation
cross section due to the Sommerfeld effect [117]. This is caused by the attractive selfinteractions that distort the wave function of the incoming dark matter particles increasing
their annihilation probability. The annihilation cross section can then be represented by
σa v = S(v) × (σa v)tree ,

(5.18)

where the Sommerfeld factor S(v) can be computed numerically in an analogous way to the
one described for the self-scattering cross section [30, 118] or analytically by approximating
the Yukawa potential by the Hulthen potential [31, 119, 120]. Using the latter, the
Sommerfeld factor is given by
S=

sinh(2πac)
π
p
,
a cosh(2πac) − cos(2π c − (ac)2 )

(5.19)

where a = v/(2αχ ) and c = 6αχ mχ /(π 2 mφ ).
Additionally, we considered that the dark matter annihilation process χχ̄ → φφ sets
the dark matter relic density by thermal freeze-out. This requirement fixes the value of αχ
for given values of (mχ , mφ ). We include the Sommerfeld enhancement in the calculation
of the DM relic density following [29, 31], which turns out important only for heavy dark
matter mχ & 1 TeV.
To compute the dark matter abundance we started with the Boltzmann equation:
dnχ
2
+ 3Hnχ = −hσa vi(n2χ − neq
χ ),
dt

(5.20)

where hσa vi is the thermally averaged annihilation cross section times the relative velocity,
H ≡ ȧ/a is the Hubble expansion rate, and nχ and neq
χ are the actual and equilibrium
dark matter number density. The 3Hnχ term accounts for the effect of the expansion of
the universe, which dilutes the number density, and the right hand side of the equation
accounts for the interactions that change the number of dark matter particles, which in
this case we only considered χχ̄ → φφ and the inverse process. We assume that the
mediators φ interact sufficiently with the SM to guarantee the thermal equilibrium with
the plasma.
It is convenient to consider the time evolution in a comoving volume, scaling out the
effect of the expansion of the universe. This is done by a change of variables using the
entropy density, s, as a fiducial quantity: nχ → Y = nχ /s and t → x = mχ /T . With
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these variables the Boltzmann equation is rewritten as
hσa vis 2
dY
=−
(Y − Yeq2 )
dx
rxH
√
g∗ s / g∗
π
=−
mPl mχ
hσa vi(Y 2 − Yeq2 ),
45
x2

(5.21)
(5.22)

where mPl = 1.2×1019 GeV is the Planck mass, and g∗ s and g∗ are the effective relativistic
degrees of freedom for entropy and energy density. The solution to this equation is easy to
understand qualitatively. At the early universe x  1 the dark matter annihilation rate
Γ = hσa vinχ is greater than the expansion rate Γ > H, so the dark matter abundance Y
tracks closely that of equilibrium Yeq . But, as the universe cools and expands, the annihilation rate becomes equal to the expansion rate Γ(xf ) ' H(xf ) for a given temperature
x ' xf and the dark matter decouples from the plasma and its annihilations become so
rare that its abundance per comoving volume remains constant, it has frozen out.
Up to the time of freeze out, due to the dark matter particles high velocity, the
Sommerfeld effect is negligible so the freeze out temperature can be estimated as in the
standard case for WIMPs [121, 122], resulting:
1
√
√
xf ' ln[0.038 mPl mχ (g/ g∗ )(σa v)] − ln(ln[0.038 mPl mχ (g/ g∗ )(σa v)]),
2

(5.23)

where g = 2 is the number of degrees of freedom of χ and (σa v) is given by equation
(5.17).
After freeze out Yeq becomes insignificant quite quickly. Neglecting it, we solved the
Boltzmann equation (5.22) by integration
r

45
1
,
π mPl mχ J

(5.24)

Z xs
√
√
g∗ s / g∗
g∗ s / g∗
hσa vidx +
hσa vidx,
x2
x2
xkd

(5.25)

Y (xs ) ≈
with

Z

xkd

J=
xf

where xkd = mχ /Tkd is the value of x at kinetic decoupling, i.e. at the temperature at
which the momentum transfer via elastic scatterings between the dark matter particles
and the plasma is equal to the Hubble expansion rate Γk (Tkd ) ' H(Tkd ) 1 , and xs is its
value when dark matter annihilations become insignificant so we can stop the integration.
The integral is divided in two parts. Before kinetic decoupling the dark matter velocity
distribution is thermal, sharing the same temperature as the plasma Tχ = T . After kinetic
decoupling, the dark matter velocity distribution initially remains thermal, but Tχ drops
as a−2 , while T drops as a−1 , where a is the scale factor, and so Tχ = T 2 /Tkd .
1

It is at this temperature that the dark matter particles start to lose thermal contact with the rest of
the plasma, and therefore the dark matter temperature starts to evolve separately.
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The thermally averaged dark matter annihilation cross section times relative velocity
in the non relativistic limit is given by
Z
hσa vi =

1 2
d3 v
2
e− 2 v /v0 σa v,
2 3/2
(2πv0 )

(5.26)

p
p
where v0 = 2Tχ /mχ = 2/mχ and the annihilation cross section (σa v) is given by
equation (5.18), which includes the Sommerfeld factor (equation (5.19)). This can be
rewritten more explicitly in terms of the variable x as:
3/2

xχ
hσa vi = √
2 π

Z

S(σa v)tree v 2 e−xχ v

2 /4

dv.

(5.27)

Having obtained the present dark matter numerical density per comoving volume
Y (xs ), we can easily compute the dark matter mass density and its contribution to the
present energy density of the universe Ωχ = ρχ /ρcr . In figure 5.4 we show our results
for the calculation of the dark matter relic abundance. We consider the temperature of
kinetic decoupling Tkd = 1 MeV and mφ = 10 MeV. The red solid curve corresponds to the
values of αχ as a function of the dark matter mass mχ , such that the dark matter energy
density agrees with the observed value Ωχ h2 = 0.1184 [35]. This curves takes into account
the Sommerfeld effect. The blue dashes curves corresponds to the case disregarding the
Sommeferld factor. Our results reproduce those in [29, 31].

5.2

Couplings with the Standard Model

We assume that the dark sector couples to the SM via the φ mediator, which allows
production of known particles from dark matter annihilation in the Sun. Following a
phenomenological approach, we consider that the mediator φ mixes with the photon γ
and the Z boson through
Lmixing =

εγ
φµν F µν + εZ m2Z φµ Z µ ,
2

(5.28)

where φµν ≡ ∂µ φν − ∂ν φµ and F µν are, respectively, the mediator and the photon field
strengths. The first term corresponds to the photon kinetic mixing while the second one to
the mass mixing with the Z. We take the limit of very small mixing parameters εγ , εZ  1.
Both terms are relevant in our analysis, since the Z mixing allows the production of high
energy neutrinos through φ decays, and the kinetic mixing the scattering off protons,
which greatly contributes to the dark matter capture in the Sun. Both mixings have been
widely studied within the context of vector portal dark matter, dark photon and dark Z
searches [30, 123, 124, 125, 126, 127, 128, 129, 130] and also for vdSIDM direct detection
in [131, 132].
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Figure 5.4: Values required for αχ as a function of mχ in order to obtain the observed
dark matter relic abundance. The red solid curve considers the Sommerfeld enhancement
factor, while the blue dashed curve does not.
If only kinetic mixing is present, for the values of mφ of interest mφ ∼ 1 − 100 MeV,
the φ mediator decays predominantly into e+ e− , with decay rate
Γγφ =

αem mφ ε2γ
.
3

(5.29)

In the case of Z mixing, the total decay rate is given by
ΓZφ =

αem mφ ε2Z (1 − sin2 θW + 2 sin4 θW )
.
6 sin2 θW cos2 θW

(5.30)

where the neutrino channel dominates with a branching ratio BR(φ→ν ν̄) ≈ 6/7, leaving a
BR(φ→e+ e− ) ≈ 1/7 for the e+ e− channel. Therefore, for given values of εγ and εZ , the total
decay rate is Γφ = Γγφ + ΓZφ and the branching ratio to neutrinos BR(φ→ν ν̄) = ΓZ(φ→ν ν̄) /Γφ .
An additional consequence of the mediator mixing with SM particles is the DM scattering with nucleons via φ exchange, which are crucial for dark matter capture in the Sun.
This interaction is represented by
Lint = eφµ (εp p̄γ µ p + εn n̄γ µ n),

(5.31)

where εp , εn are the effective coupling to protons and neutrons, and parametrized [131]
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respectively by:
εZ
(1 − 4 sin2 θW ) ≈ εγ + 0.05εZ
4 sin θW cos θW
εZ
≈ −0.6εZ .
εn = −
4 sin θW cos θW
εp = εγ +

(5.32)
(5.33)

Thus, in the case of kinetic mixing, the mediator couples only to protons, since only
these carry electric charge. For Z mixing, the mediator couples mainly to neutrons. So,
for these models isospin violation, i.e. different interactions strengths to protons and
neutrons, arises naturally.
The spin-independent dark matter scattering with a nucleus N , carrying atomic number Z and mass number A, and in the zero momentum transfer limit (q 2 = 0) is given
by
16παem αχ µ2χN
SI
(εp Z + εn (A − Z))2 ,
(5.34)
σχN =
4
mφ
where µχN is the dark matter - nucleus reduced mass. However, the mediator masses mφ
we are exploring are comparable to the transferred momentum in the DM scatterings with
the Sun’s nuclei, which are typically of the order of q ∼ 10 MeV. Therefore, the cross
section is momentum dependent and cannot be approximated by a contact interaction
[131, 133]. We take this into account by considering a suppression factor
SI
σχN
(q 2 )

=

SI
σχN
(q 2 )

m4φ
,
×
(m2φ + q 2 )2

(5.35)

√
where the momentum transfer is given by q = 2mN ER and ER ' µ2χN v 2 /mN is the
typical nuclear recoil energy.
Before describing the dark matter accumulation in the Sun and its associated signal
we briefly summarize some relevant constraints on the parameters we just described.
p
A lower bound on the mixing parameters εγ , εZ & 10−10 × 10 MeV/mφ comes from
the requirement that the mediators φ decay fast enough, with lifetime τφ . 1 s, so that
standard Big Bang nucleosynthesis is preserved [134]. Also, analysis of supernovae cooling
through mediators emission establish strong constraints on the kinetic mixing parameter,
excluding εγ ∼ 10−10 − 10−7 for mφ ∼ 1 − 100 MeV [135, 136, 137, 138]. Recent works
have revised these analysis including the plasma effects of finite temperature and density
[139, 140] and specifically [140] excludes εγ & 10−8 for mφ ∼ 10 − 40 MeV and εγ & 10−9
for mφ ∼ 10 MeV independently of the details in their modeling.
Other constraints come from beam dump and fixed target experiments such as SLAC
E137 [141, 125], the LSND neutrino experiment [142, 143] and CHARM [144, 145]. Among
these, the strongest results correspond to E137, excluding εγ & 10−7 for mediator masses
mφ . 400 MeV.
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Additional constraints come from dark matter direct detection searches. Recent analysis have used the results from XENON100, LUX and SuperCDMS experiments to constraint specifically vdSIDM models [131, 132]. Their results indicate that most of the
relevant parameter space with mχ & 10 GeV if εγ , εZ = 10−8 is excluded, and mχ & 30
GeV if εγ , εZ = 10−9 .
Finally, there are also strong constraints from indirect detection searches. Recent analysis that included the enhancement in dark matter annihilations due to the Sommerfeld
effect [146, 130] have found that the observations of gamma rays by Fermi-LAT [147], the
positron and anti-proton flux by AMS-02 [148, 149, 150] and particularly the CMB by
Planck [35] exclude all the parameter space of vdSIDM that can alleviate the CDM small
scale problems.

Figure 5.5: Constraints on the kinetic mixing εγ parameter. Excluded regions on the plane
(mφ ,εγ ) are shown taking into account the results from several beam dump experiments
(gray areas), supernova (red), direct detection for some indicative values of mχ (green)
and from Big Bang nucleosynthesis (blue). Only the innermost supernova result (thickest
red curve) is model independent [140]. Figure extracted from [130].
In our analysis we focus on vdSIDM models with mixing parameters between εγ , εZ ∼
10
− 10−8 and with mχ ∼ 1 GeV - TeV and mφ ∼ 1 − 100 MeV.
−10
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Chapter 6
Capture and Annihilation for
velocity dependent SIDM
In this chapter we analyze how dark matter with velocity dependent self-interactions
affect the capture and annihilation processes in the Sun. The time evolution for the total
number of dark matter particles and anti-particles in the Sun Nχ 1 is given by
N˙χ = Γc + Γs − 2Γa .

(6.1)

where Γa is the dark matter annihilation rate, Γc its capture rate due to scatterings with
the Sun’s nuclei, and Γs its self-capture rate. We neglected the evaporation of captured
particles since this effect is negligible for the DM masses we are studying mχ ≥ 4 GeV
[91, 151].
The DM capture rate due to scatterings with the Sun’s nuclei is given by equation
(2.23):
ρχ
Γc = 4.8 × 10 s
0.3 GeV/cm3


GeV
fi φi S(mχ /mNi )
,
mNi
24 −1



270 km/s
v̄χ



GeV
mχ

X
i

Fi (mχ )



σχNi 
10−40 cm2
(6.2)

where the only difference relative to the SIDM with constant self-interaction lies in σχNi ,
which now is given by equations (5.34) and (5.35). For the element distribution φi and
mass fraction fi we used updated values from [87] and [104]. We show our results for Γc
as a function of mχ in figure 6.1, where we considered φ mixing with the photon with
εγ = 10−10 . Each curve corresponds to a different value of the mediator mass mφ as
labeled.
For the calculation of the dark matter self-capture rate Γs we followed [85, 152, 153]
1

From here on when we mention dark matter particles, we consider them in conjunction with their
anti-particles, unless specified.
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Figure 6.1: Dark matter capture rate for vdSIDM models as a function of the dark matter
mass mχ . Each curve corresponds to a different value of the mediator mass mφ as labeled.
It was assumed αX = 10−2 and only photon mixing with εγ = 10−10 .
and [19] as detailed in chapter 2. Here we extend these procedures to account for the
velocity dependence of the self-scattering cross section σχχ (vrel ) and also the spatial and
velocity distributions of the dark matter particles in the Sun. The self-capture rate can
be written as Γs = Cs Nχ , where Nχ is the number of captured dark matter particles and
Z
Cs =
where

f (u) eff
2
2
σ (vrel )f (r, u0 )(v 2 − u0 − u2 )Θ(v 2 − u0 − u2 )4πr2 drdθdu0 du,
u
r 

6 ρχ 1 − 3 (u/v̄)2 − 3 (ṽ/v̄)2 2
3uṽ 1
f (u) =
e 2
e 2
u sinh( 2 )
π mχ v̄
v̄ uṽ

(6.3)

(6.4)

is the dark matter velocity distribution in the halo, with the halo’s velocity dispersion
v̄ = 270 km/s and the Sun’s velocity ṽ = 220 km/s. We assume that the dark matter
particles in the Sun have a thermal distribution [151]:
1
f (r, u ) =
V1
0



mχ
2πkTχ

3/2

0 2 /(2kT )
χ

e−mχ u

2

e−mχ φ(r)/(kTχ ) 2πu0 sin θ,

(6.5)

RR
where V1 = 0 e−mχ φ/(kTχ ) 4πr2 dr, φ(r) is the solar gravitational potential, and Tχ is the
dark matter temperature in the Sun. The effective dark matter self-scattering cross section
rep
is σ eff (vrel ) = (σχatt
χ̄ + σχχ )/2, accounting for both attractive and repulsive interactions.
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√
The relative speed is vrel = (v 2 + u2 + u0 2 − 2u0 v 2 + u2 cos θ)1/2 , where v is the escape
velocity at a distance r from the Sun’s center, and θ the angle between the velocity of the
incoming particle and the one already captured in the Sun. Finally, Θ is the Heaviside
step function. We integrate equation (6.3) over the particle’s velocities and the Sun’s
volume.
Figure 6.2 shows the total dark matter capture rate Γc + Γs (t ) at the present epoch
t = t for all the studied region in (mχ , mφ ), for the mixing parameters εZ = 10−9 and
εγ = 0. The red dashed contours indicate dark matter self-capture contribution relative
to the total capture rate, while the region between the orange dashed curves indicates
the parameter space of vdSIDM region that alleviates the too big to fail problem with
0.1 < hσT i/mχ < 10 cm2 /g. It is clear that for vdSIDM models the contribution of dark
matter self-interactions to the total capture rate is negligible for most of the parameter
space.
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Figure 6.2: Total dark matter capture rate for εZ = 10−9 and εγ = 0. The dashed red
contours indicate the dark matter self-capture contribution relative to the total capture
rate.
The annihilation rate Γa is given by
Z
Γa =

d3 r nχ (r)nχ̄ (r)hσa vi,
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(6.6)

where hσa vi is the thermally averaged dark matter annihilation cross section and nχ (r)
and nχ̄ (r) are the radial distribution of dark matter particles and antiparticles in the
Sun. This equation can be written as Γa = Ca Nχ2 /4, where Nχ is the total number of
dark matter particles and antiparticles and Ca = hσa viV2 /V12 , with the effective volumes
Tχ
3/2 100 3/2
Vj = 6.9 × 1027 ( 1.57×10
( jmχ ) [91]. The thermally averaged cross section is
7K )

hσa vi =

mχ
4πkTχ

3/2 Z

−

d3 v e

mχ v 2
4kTχ

(σa v),

(6.7)

where (σa v) includes the Sommerfeld enhancement factor (equations (5.18) and (5.19)).
w/o Somm.
The effect of this factor over Ca is clearly seen in figure 6.3, where the ratio Ca /Ca
of Ca including over excluding the Sommerfeld factor is shown, for all the studied (mχ , mφ )
space. It can be seen that Ca is greatly enhanced, specially at large masses mχ > 100
GeV. This is expected, since the the average dark matter velocity in the Sun decreases
for large mχ .
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Figure 6.3: Sommerfeld enhancement effect on Ca .
In computing both Γs and Γa , we considered that the dark matter is thermally distributed in the Sun’s core. For most values of mχ the dark matter temperature is equal
to the Sun’s core temperature Tχ = 1.57 × 107 K. However for low dark matter masses
(mχ . 10 GeV) a correction is needed, since in this case the particles are more dispersedly
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distributed around the solar core, reaching distances where the solar temperature is lower.
Hence, for these lower masses, we considered Tχ equal to the solar temperature at the
dark matter mean distance from the Sun’s core, e.g. Tχ = 1.43 × 107 K and 1.52 × 107 K
for mχ = 4 and 10 GeV respectively.
Once the total capture and annihilation rates are obtained, the total number of DM
particles in the Sun at a time t is given by equation (6.1), which yields to
Nχ (t) =

ζ −1

Γc tanh(t/ζ)
,
− Cs tanh(t/ζ)/2

(6.8)

where ζ = (Γc Ca /2 + Cs2 /4)−1/2 [19]. So, at present time t = 4.57 × 109 years, and the
annihilation rate is Γa = Ca Nχ2 (t )/4.
In figure 6.4 we show the time evolution for the number of captured dark matter
particles Nχ for three representative cases (left) and their corresponding annihilation rate
Γa (right). The solid curves represent our results for the full calculation for vdSIDM as
described above, while the dotted curves neglect the dark matter self-capture term, and
the dashes curves neglect the Sommerfeld enhancement in the dark matter annihilations.
The effect of self-interactions is only noticeable when the dark matter - nucleon cross
section is very low, which happens for εZ = 10−10 (blue curves). In this case, both the
number of captured particles and the annihilation rate increase. On the other hand, the
Sommerfeld enhancement in the annihilation rate hastens the equilibrium. This effect
is more evident for εZ = 10−8 and 10−9 (red and green curves). Although this lowers
the total number of captured particles, the annihilation rate is much larger and reaches
its maximum much earlier. However, notice that the Sommerfeld enhancement does not
necessarily cause a larger annihilation rate at the present time (highlighted by the dotted
vertical line), as is the case for εZ = 10−8 .
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Figure 6.4: Time evolution of captured dark matter particles in the Sun for three representative cases (left) and their corresponding annihilation rates (right). Solid curves
represent results for the full calculation as described in the text, dotted curves neglect
the DM self-capture term, dashed curves ignore the Sommerfeld enhancement in DM
annihilations.
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Chapter 7
Neutrino Flux from vdSIDM
Annihilation in the Sun
The annihilation of dark matter particles in the Sun creates pairs of φ particles which,
through their subsequent decay, produce high energy electrons and neutrinos. In this
work we focus on the neutrino signal, estimating its flux at the Earth and both IceCubeDeepCore [107] and PINGU’s [154] sensitivity to vdSIDM models. In this way, we determine the vdSIDM parameter space to be probed by these neutrino telescopes.
The neutrinos and anti-neutrinos 1 production is flavor blind, and their energy spectrum per annihilation is given by:
4
dNν
=
Θ(Eν − E− )Θ(E+ − Eν ),
dEν
∆E

(7.1)

q
where Θ is the Heaviside function, ∆E = m2χ − m2φ and the maximum and minimum
q
energies at E± = (mχ ± m2χ − m2φ )/2, which, for the values of the masses explored E− ≈
0 to E+ ≈ mχ . The specific fraction of neutrinos produced depends on the mediator’s φ
branching ratio, which depends on the mixing parameters εZ and εγ , as seen in eqs.(5.29)
and (5.30). Neutrinos production is maximum when only Z mass mixing is considered,
or in other words, when εγ = 0. Here we consider this scenario, for which BR(φ → ν ν̄) ≈
86%. We also consider additional cases, where εγ = −0.64 × εZ , such that the mediator φ
couplings to protons and neutrons are equal (η ≡ εn /εp = 1), with BR(φ → ν ν̄) ≈ 74%,
and η = −0.7 with a 68% branching ratio.
It is important to note that the neutrinos are not necessarily produced at the Sun’s
core, since the φ mediators propagate freely until their decay 2 . Thus, the neutrinos’
1

From here on when we mention neutrinos, we consider them in conjunction with anti-neutrinos, unless
specified.
2
Due to the very small mixing parameters εγ , εZ ∼ 10−9 , the φ mediator-nucleon cross section is also
very small, being σφp ∼ 10−46 cm2 , which implies that their interaction length is much greater than the
Sun radius.
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production point depends strongly on the mixing parameters as well as on the φ’s Lorentz
factor, given by the ratio γφ = mχ /mφ . For example, for pure Z mixing, the mean decay
length in the Sun’s reference is given by
−2

λφ ≈ 4 × 10


R ×

10−8
εZ

2 

10 MeV
mφ



mχ /mφ
1000


.

(7.2)

So, depending on the values of the model parameters, we will have scenarios where most
of the neutrinos are produced inside the Sun and, conversely, where most are produced
outside of it. We exemplify this in figure 7.1, where we show φ’s decay probability distribution for two cases: εZ = 10−8 , mφ = 10 MeV, mχ = 10 GeV (blue) and mχ = 1 TeV
(red). In the blues distribution most (∼ 67%) of the φ mediators decay within the inner
part of the Sun (r ≤ R /2), while for the red distribution, due to the larger Lorentz
boost, most decays (∼ 81%) occur outside the Sun. We took into account this effect
when computing the neutrinos’ propagation.
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Figure 7.1: φ mediator decay probability as a function of the distance from the Sun’s
core. In the blue distribution for mχ = 100 GeV, most decays (67%) occur inside the Sun
with r ≤ R /2, while for the red distribution corresponding to mχ = 1 TeV, most decays
(81%) occur outside the Sun.
To determine the neutrino flux at the detector, we developed a propagation code where
the neutrino point of production is selected accordingly to the φ decay distribution. For
each combination of parameters (εγ , εZ , mχ , mφ ) we considered 5×105 annihilation events.
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Neutrinos were propagated to the detector [155, 156, 96, 157] taking into account their
neutral and charged interactions, oscillations and the production of secondary neutrinos.
For the propagation inside the Sun, we used the density profile of the Sun as given by the
standard solar model BS05OP [104]. Propagation from the Sun’s surface to a distance
of 1 AU included the neutrinos produced in this region, as well as oscillations in the
vacuum. Finally, they were propagated from 1 AU to the detector’s location at the
Earth considering their observational time. For this latter step we used the WimpEvent
program, contained in the WimpSim simulation package [96]. 3
Figure 7.2 shows the muon neutrino spectrum per annihilation at different stages
of propagation. We represented two cases of pure Z mixing with εZ = 10−8 , mχ =
539.2 GeV, mφ = 12.5 MeV (red) and mφ = 93.8 MeV (green). The dotted line corresponds to the spectrum at φ’s decay (given by equation (7.1) scaled by BR(φ → ν ν̄)),
the dashed curves to the spectrum at the Sun’s surface and finally the solid curves at
1 AU from the Sun. Note that for the case in red, the φ mediator’s decay length is larger
than the Sun’s radius λφ = 1.6 × R so there is a significant contribution to the spectrum during the neutrinos propagation from r = R to 1 AU. This is not the case for
the spectrum in green, where λφ is very small and the vast majority of the neutrinos are
produced in the Sun’s core. In this case the spectra at R and 1AU differentiate only by
the effect of neutrino oscillations. Additionally, notice that the mediator late decays for
the red spectrum, enable high energy neutrinos to evade absorption and energy loss in
the Sun, producing a harder spectrum relative to the green curves with faster decays.
We proceeded to validate our code by comparing the obtained neutrino spectrum with
that from WimpSim. The latter considers only the case of neutrinos being produced at
the center of the Sun. Therefore, we took the limit in which the mediator φ’s lifetime
approximates to zero τφ → 0 so all neutrinos in our simulation will also be produced
at the center of the Sun. For the tests we considered the annihilation channel χχ̄ →
ZZ and several values for mχ within the range of interest. In figure 7.3 we show the
neutrino spectrum propagated up to the Sun’s surface obtained with both methods for
dark matter with mχ = 500 GeV. Our results for νµ spectrum are shown in red, including
the spectrum of secondary neutrinos, while the results for WimpSim correspond to the
green curves. We also show the total neutrino spectrum, which includes all neutrino
flavors, our results correspond to the black solid curve while the gray curve to those for the
WimpSim package. Our results follows very closely those from WimpSim, sub-estimating
the number of neutrinos in less than ∼ 5%.
The number of neutrino signal events Nνs in the detector is given by
Nνs

Z

Z

mχ

= Γa texp ×
∆Ω

Eth

3

d2 φν
Aeff (Eν )dEν dΩ
dEν dΩ

(7.3)

For consistency we used WimpSim 3.05 default values for the neutrino oscillation parameters, as well
as the neutrino - nucleon cross sections (calculated with CTEQ6-DIS PDFs [100]).
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Figure 7.2: Muon neutrino spectrum at their production, r = R
mχ = 539.2 GeV with εZ = 10−8 . See text for details.
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Figure 7.3: Neutrino spectrum at the Sun’s radius r = R , for χχ̄ → ZZ with mχ = 500
GeV. The black curve corresponds to our results for the total neutrino spectrum and the
gray curve to the results using the WimpSim simulation package. Also, we show our
results for the νµ spectrum in red, including the secondary neutrino component, and in
green the corresponding νµ spectrum obtained with WimpSim.
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where Γa is the dark matter annihilation rate, texp is the detector’s exposure time and φν
is the neutrino flux at the detector per annihilation. We integrate over energies from the
detector’s energy threshold Eth to the maximum neutrino energy for a given dark matter
mass E+ ≈ mχ . Aeff (Eν ) is the detector’s effective area as a function of the neutrino
energy Eν [158, 159]. The latter accounts for the neutrino-nucleon interaction probability
and the produced muon energy loss before detection, as well as the detector’s triggers and
selection analysis efficiencies.
To estimate the number of signal events we took into account the detector’s angular
resolution, in a similar way we described in chapter 4. The neutrino arrival direction
was smeared following a gaussian distribution with its standard deviation given by the
detector’s angular resolution [154, 158] at the corresponding neutrino’s energy. Only
events arriving within a solid angle ∆Ω = 2π(1−cos Ψ) surrounding the direction between
the detector and the Sun were accepted. The acceptance angle Ψ depends on energy and
specific analysis, and will be defined in the next chapter.
Muons and neutrinos produced by cosmic rays’ interactions in the Earth’s atmosphere
constitutes the main background in our analysis. As the IceCube collaboration achieves an
excellent atmospheric muon rejection [158], we consider that the background is comprised
exclusively by the irreducible flux of atmospheric neutrinos.
The number of background events is given by
Nνb

Z

Emax

= texp ×
Eth

dφνatm
Aν (Eν )dEν × ∆Ω
dEν

(7.4)

where φνatm is the atmospheric neutrino flux at the detector’s location [160]. In order to
compare with the dark matter signal we set Emax = mχ and considered the same solid
angle ∆Ω = 2π(1 − cos Ψ).
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Chapter 8
IceCube-DeepCore and PINGU
Sentitivities to vdSDIM
The IceCube neutrino telescope has a good sensitivity for neutrinos arriving from the
Sun’s direction, and thanks to its more recent inner array DeepCore, can lower its energy
threshold to about ∼ 10 GeV [107]. It also has a good angular resolution for muon
neutrinos, ranging from ∼ 5◦ at 100 GeV to ∼ 1◦ at 1 TeV [158]. These features make of
IceCube an ideal tool to explore vdSIDM models by looking for the muon neutrino signal
from dark matter annihilations in the Sun.
In order to determine the IceCube-DeepCore sensitivity to vdSIDM, we considered the
same time period as the latest IceCube collaboration’s search for dark matter annihilating
in the Sun [158]. It spanned a three year period including the austral winters between
May 2011 and May 2014, with a total lifetime exposure of texp = 532 days. To be
compatible with their procedure, we only considered up-going muon neutrinos. We split
the results of our simulations into three samples: events with mχ ≤ 50 GeV, for which
dark matter annihilations result mainly in low energies neutrinos, and therefore can only
be detected by DeepCore; events with mχ ≥ 500 GeV, for which we considered the full
IceCube’s effective area, and finally events with intermediate masses where we performed
a combined analysis. Accordingly, we take the acceptance angles Ψ1 = 10◦ and Ψ2 = 2.8◦
as reference values, where the first corresponds to DeepCore’s angular cut, as defined in
their analysis, and the second to the their first angular bin [158]. This latter value allows
us to take advantage of the better angular resolution at higher energies.
The number of background events was determined by the average atmospheric muon
neutrino flux from the Sun’s direction in the winter [160]. Since during this season the
Sun’s zenith angle varies between 90◦ and 113.5◦ we took only the average within these
directions.
Additionally, we determined the planned IceCube’s extension PINGU [154] sensitivity
to vdSIDM. PINGU consists of 40 new strings with 60 optical modules each in the DeepCore region of the IceCube detector, lowering the energy threshold to just a few GeV.
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Figure 8.1: Effective area (left) and angular resolution (right) of the IceCube and DeepCore neutrino telescopes [158].
As a consequence, vdSIDM can be probed to lower masses, more specifically between 4
and 30 GeV. The same procedure as for the IceCube-DeepCore analysis was followed for
the the PINGU detector, for which we used the angular resolution given in [154] and the
effective area in [159].
Our results are shown in figures 8.2 and 8.3, each for different values of the mixing parameter εZ . The regions below or enclosed by the colored curves correspond to (mχ , mφ )
values for which IceCube-DeepCore and PINGU detectors have at least a 2-sigma detection sensitivity relative to the expected background of atmospheric muon neutrinos. The
solid curves are for an acceptance angle Ψ1 = 10◦ while dashed curves are for Ψ2 = 2.8◦ .
Each color correspond to different εγ or η ≡ εn /εp value, as labeled. Notice that for high
energy neutrinos the results for Ψ2 = 2.8◦ cover a larger area of the parameter space as
expected. The discontinuity of the curves around mχ = 30 GeV reflects the two individual analysis, one for the IceCube-DeepCore and the other for the PINGU detector. The
region between the orange dashed curves correspond to the vdSIDM parameter space that
alleviates the too big to fail problem, having 0.1 < hσT i/mχ < 10 cm2 /g. For εZ = 10−8 ,
this parameter space can be almost completely probed by these experiments, while for
εZ = 10−9 a large part of this region can be probed for mχ & 70 GeV. Notice that in
this case, the PINGU detector’s sensitivity decreases very significantly and the IceCube’s
sensitivity for low mφ and high mχ has a lower limit, as evidenced by the blue line at the
lower right corner of figure 8.3. Finally, we also performed an analysis for εZ = 10−10 ,
but our results indicate that the neutrino telescopes lose all sensitivity.
For comparison we derive direct detection limits from the LUX experiment recent
results [161]. We followed the procedure described in [131], considering the q 2 -dependent
suppression factor given by equation (5.34) and taking q ≈ 50 MeV for dark matter xenon scattering. Additionally, we determined the limits in the case of isospin violation
with η = −0.7 [162]. These limits are represented by the red dotted curves in the figures
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Figure 8.2: Sensitivity of IceCube-DeepCore and PINGU for vdSIDM for εZ = 10−8 ,
where the region below the curves (as labeled) can be probed by these experiments. The
region between the orange dashed curves correspond to the vdSIDM parameter space that
alleviates the too big to fail problem, having 0.1 < hσT i/mχ < 10 cm2 /g. The red dotted
curves correspond to limits derived from direct detection (LUX) results, see text for more
details.
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Figure 8.3: Same as figure 8.2, but for εZ = 10−9 .
described above, where the region below them are excluded at 90% C.L. Notice that the
figure 8.3 does not include the direct detection limit for η = −0.7 since it falls out of the
explored parameter space, which indicates the high dependence of direct detection results
on the isospin violation parameter in contrast to that of the neutrino telescopes.
In summary, our results show that neutrino telescopes can compete with the strong
results from dark matter direct detection searches. The sensitivity for εZ = 10−8 is
sufficient to explore the parameter space of interest almost completely. And, while the
sensitivity decreases for εZ = 10−9 specially at low mχ , the neutrino telescope sensitivities
do not depend on the isospin parameter η as much as the direct detection results, showing
a good complementarity between both dark matter search methods.
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Conclusions
In this thesis we have explored SIDM models that alleviate the small scale structure
problems of collisionless CDM. We estimate how SIDM modifies the neutrino flux from
dark matter annihilations in the Sun, and determine its flux at neutrino telescopes. Based
on these results we show that neutrino telescopes can probe these models. We investigated
two different scenarios: SIDM models with a constant self-scattering cross section and
models where the self-scattering cross section depends on the relative velocity of the dark
matter particles (vdSIDM).
For the first scenario, we demonstrated that most SIDM models with strong selfinteracting cross sections, at σχχ & O(10−22(−23) cm2 ) for an annihilation cross section
hσa vi = 3 × 10−26 (10−27 ) cm3 /s are ruled out if they annihilate into W + W − [21]. This
exclusion comes from the comparison of our predicted neutrino signal in the IceCube
detector to their observations [20]. This result is valid for both spin-dependent and spinindependent dark matter-nucleon interactions, with the first one being more stringent.
Previous studies had restricted the self-scattering per unit mass to a small range
0.1 . σχχ /mχ . 1 cm2 /g if these models are to alleviate the small scale problems [22,
23, 24, 25, 26]. Our results contribute further to constrain this possibility. In the case
of dark matter annihilating into W + W − /τ + τ − , we exclude models with σχχ /mχ down to
∼0.6 cm2 /g for hσa vi = 3×10−26 cm3 /s, and down to ∼0.1 cm2 /g for hσa vi = 10−27 cm3 /s.
Thus, in order to evade these constraints, SIDM would have to annihilate to other channels
that produce a softer neutrino spectrum, such as bb̄. Another interesting possibility is to
consider that the self-interacting cross section is velocity dependent.
We analyzed this latter scenario considering a simple vdSIDM model in which the
dark force is mediated by a dark vector boson φ that couples to the photon and Z boson
with mixing parameters εγ and εZ . We determined the neutrino telescopes sensitivity to
these models assuming plausible values for its parameters [33].
In this scenario, in order to determine the neutrino indirect signal, several effects need
to be accounted including Sommerfeld enhanced dark matter annihilation as well as the
enhancement on the produced neutrino flux due to mediator φ late decays. We showed
that, in contrast with SIDM models with constant self-scattering cross section, where the
self-capture cause a significant enhancement on the neutrino signal, the self-interactions
for vdSIDM models have a very modest effect. This is due to the high velocity at which
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the dark matter particles from the halo reach when traversing the Sun.
We conclude that, for εZ = 10−8 the detector’s sensitivity is enough to probe the vast
majority of the relevant vdSIDM parameter space for all εγ analyzed values, including
the low dark matter mass region, thanks to the PINGU detector. These results show that
neutrino telescopes can compete and complement the strong results from dark matter
direct detection searches.
Although the sensitivity decreases for εZ = 10−9 it is still enough to probe most of
the parameter space for mχ & 70 GeV. In this case the PINGU detector has almost no
sensitivity for vdSIDM models. Additionally, the neutrino telescopes lose all sensitivity
for εZ ≤ 10−10 .
We have shown that the IceCube-DeepCore neutrino telescope with its current accumulated data is sensitive to most of the parameter space of vdSIDM models that alleviate
the small scale structure problems observed in dwarf galaxies. Experimental analysis
could probe these models, and independently confirm direct detection limits. It can also
expand these limits, specially in the case of isospin violation, where we have shown that
IceCube-DeepCore sensitivity is drastically better than direct detection.
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